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CHAPTER I 
. INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem,-- The ymppose of this study 
is to compile, tabulate, and analyze a 11.At of spAlling errors 
from all the written work of fifty-six pupils in two sixth 
grades for a per1.od of eight weeks beginning April 2, 1951 and 
ending June 2, 1951. 
Justification.-- The writer has been concerned by the 
great number of spelling errors in the free writing of the 
puiJils in his sixth grade, It has been noticed that many 
children failed to spell correctly in written expression the 
same words studied and spelled correctly in unrelated lists. 
, This type of error is due sometimes to the fact that the mind 
of the child is lost on the thought that is being expressed 
and to him the correct spelling of words has become secondary 
1/ in importance, Durrell states that 
Failure of spelling skill to transfer to composition 
is common. Often it results from the words leArned in 
spelling lessons not being used in composition for a 
long period of time. Another cause of failure in 
trg_nsfer is lnRdequate mastery of the word, The child 
may spell the word accurately by chance or by paying 
careful attention to it during the lesson, When he 
is writing a composition, however, his ideas distract 
his attention fro~ the correct spelling of the word. 
Analysis of this difficulty consists of noticing 
whether words misspelled in compositions are 
previously spelled correctly in the spelling leAson, 
!1 y Donald 
!: New York: 
D. Th1rrell, Imorovement of Basic Reading Abilities, 
world Book Company, 1940, p. 2'75 • 
I' 
:1 
,, 
!I 
II 
Authorities in the field of spelling are of the opinion 
that there is need fo:r supplementary or personal spelling llsts' 
~ of troublesome words for each grade level and that these lists 
should be mastered to insure writing thRt is free from 
spelling errors. 
gl 
Durrell S"-YS th8.t: 
It is preferable that a child develop secur5.ty in use 
of a small spelling vocabulary suited to his grade and 
derived from the demands of written composition, to 
his attempting maf!tery of a long liflt from which will 
result confusion concerning many unrelated words. 
3/ 
~ 
Fernald is of the opinion that: 
The most satisfactory vocabulary if' sup:r:>lied by the 
child. Children who learn to spell by leA.rning new 
words as they write what they want to say will not 
need to be supplied with spelling books or formal lists 
of words. 
In keeping a personal vocabulary list as a supplement to 
I 
the basic vocabul·1ry list, the problem of individual differences 
will be met for most children use a choice of words within 
, their own particular vocabulary in relating their different 
impressions and experiences. These words are not alw,.,ys 
found in any one basic spelling list or text. Many 
opportunities should be provided for the frei.J.uent use of 
these supplementary words in written work. 
y ~· P• 267 
2 
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Since perfect oral and written spelling of unrelated word~ 
in lists does not assure us that the ch:l.ld will spell the same. 
words perfectly in his written compositions the teacher there-' 
fore must develop a word consciousness through proper 
motivation in the spelling lessons. These words should be 
taught in the same association in which they will be used in 
futuDe years. Ghildren must be made to realize that ability 
in spelling is necessary to enjoy and understand other school 
subjects. This can be done by developing a desire to spell 
correctly and an ability to recognize almost immediately the 
incorrect spelling of words. 
Correct spell:l.ng of worfls is an asset since it 1'acili ta tes 
reading. Poor spelling handicaps students throughout their 
school years and as adults it is a handicap to them in the 
business world since so much business correspondence depends 
upon accurate writing. 
Punils should be taught to be so deeply concerned about 
correct spellings that they would rather look up the correct 
word forms in the dictionary instead of writing the incorrect 
forms. 
McKee 4/ says: 
There seems to be no doubt that the development 
of a feeling of pride in one's spelling is of great 
help, although it cannot take the place of direct 
g Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary School, Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939, PP• 329-340. 
_-:.: 
3 
,, 
' ' -__ j, 
" 
,, 
learning through drill. Consequently, the teacher 
should make sincere efforts to encourage the child 
to take pride in his spelling. The proper use of the 
spelling notebook and careful attention paid to the 
spelling in all written work may help to develop a 
spelling conscience. 
'§/ 
Tidyman claims: 
In seeking to discover what words actually make up 
the child's vocabulary, only spontaneous wr:l_ t1.ngs 
should be considered; because in exact reproductions, 
numerous unassimilated words of the text are certain 
to be brought into the written work. 
The words a child needs to know how to spell are 
mainly the most common words that he uses in writing. 
The URe of the word would seem to be the main 
factor in getermining the grade in which it should 
be taught.V 
Suzzalo~elieves: 
Spelling should be selected from the child's real 
spelling needs th8.t occur in h:l.!'! "pontRneous written 
compositions. The spelling textbook has been frequently 
supplemented by word lists constructed by the individual 
teacher while teaching his particular class. 
§/ 
Foran states that "the mistakes made in spelling may be 
used to determine the major sources of difficulty and, at the 
same time, to suggest methods of teaching which aid in over-
coming them." 
0§7 William F. Tidyman, The Teaching of Spelllng, New York: 
world Book Comp~_ny, 1919, p. 4. 
§/ Ibid., PP• 91-93. 
2/ Henry Suzzalo, The Teaching of Spelling, New York: 
world Book Company, 1911, P• 29. 
•• I, 
§/ Thomas George Foran, The psycholof[ and Teaching of Spellin$, 
washington, D.C.: The Catholic F.duca on Press, 1934, P• 97 •. 
,, 
,. 
'Y 
He later says: "The essentlal featul'e of successful 
instruction is lmowlec ge o.f wh,., t words should be b~ught ", 
It is the hope of the writer that this study will show 
the need of individual supplementary spelling listR, and that 
an analysis of these errors will give helpful informHtion to 
the classroom teacher by presenting a '"orthwhile list of 
additional words which should be t·~ught at least by the end 
of the sixth grade, 
']/ Ibid. , ;; • 104, 
5 
CHAPTER II 
REVIElfv OF RESEARCH 
There have been a great number of investigations 
relating to spelling abilities and di sabili ties such as 
analysis of spelling errors, controlled experiments designed 
to isolate critical factors, clinicel case studies, carrel-
ations of spelling with other abilities, and comparisons 
between good and poor spellers. 
-1: 
Before starting this study on spelling errors in the 
sixth grade, it seemed advisable to study the researcc1 in the .. 
field of spelling errors, selection of' words, and methods of 
teaching spelling. 
Often the poor speller has incorrect study habits, is 
defective in handwriting, has faulty speech habits, shows a 
lack of interest, has visual and auditory difficulties, and 
has undesirable attitudes which hinders his learning to spell+ 
,, 
In the first extensive reseRrch in the field of spelling y 
errors Hollingworth claims that: 
Over eignty per cent of the poor spellers in our 
EXperimental Class spelled poorly from some cause 
other than special disability. General intellectual 
weakness, lack of interest, diRtaste for mental 
drudgery, intellectual inertia, previous learning in 
1/ Leta s. Bollingworth, The Psvcholorry of Special Disabili t 
Tn Spelling, Contributions o E ucat on, No. P,B, Tescners 
College, Columbia Universi~~, 1918, P• 74. 
6 
' f ,, 
a foreign lane,11age, sensory de.fects, '"'d b,cl lJ,ond-"rri tinP" 
l'lre doubtless the most frerplAnt causes of poor s}Jelling. w 
2/ 
She- found that: 
Error :i.s by no means a r,;·;enomenon th,_t ls senseless 
~.nd unca,>sed, but there are existent certain f<J.ctor.9 
which both cause <J.nd limit its extent. Errors due to 
lapses ,:;.re most fre•1uent and inter·e~ting. Childrem who 
'1aww better' make these mistakes and can correct them 
as soon as their attention is called to them. y 
Mendenhall , in 1929, analyzed spelling errors found in 
280,000 sr1ellings obtained from 100 children at each grade 
level from the first to the sixth grades. These words were 
presented one grade level higl:ter than the one ln '"hich they 
wer·e WJually taught. He found that "85 percent are ornl:'lsion 
and substitution o:f letters, 75 pArcent are pbonetic, r,nd 4.5 
percent 9-re homonyms". 
- y 
Jvia8ters , after examining the error's made by elgl1th 
grade pupils, high school seniors, and college seni01's on a 
list of conunon difficult words found that the most fre(1uent 
errors rnqde at one grade level were also the mo"t frBquent 
ones m•ode at the ot1ler grade levels. He also stated: 
A nhonetic analvsis o:f these miss,,elling~ shows 
th~.t 64.69 perc~ent of them are po~sible spellings 
:from a phonetic point of view; 13.97 pereent are 
approximate phonetic spellings; and 21.34 pc,rcent 
are not even apr,roximate phonetic ''J!ellings. 
y Ibid., P• 38. 
zJ Jam8s E. !iendenhfl.ll, An Analysis of Spelling Errors, 
New York: Bureau of Pc<blications, Coltunbia University, 1930,;> .• 5 
4/ H.V. Masters, A ::;t-,ldv of Spelline; 'ferT·irsf Iowa Ci.t;y-, Iowa: 
Dniversi ty o:f Iowa 3tudies in Education, Vo • IV, TTniversi ty· 
of Iov.ra Press, 3eptember, 1827, p. 80. 
_.;! :: 
'§/ 
In 1926, Book and Harter conducted a stndy nf errors 
after collRcting papRrR from the childr<"n of grRdes two, 
three, fo~r, five, six, and eight of the Bloomington, Indiana 
Public Schools. Compositions were also collected from the 
freshmen and the sophomore students in the high school, and 
from the freshmen at Indiana Univ<"rsity. In all 5,196 papers 
were collected and 18,140 sp<"lltng errors were found and 
classified. Eighteen types of errors were listed among which 
were errors of omission, addition, substi tut:trm, transposition,, 
and phonetic spelling. 
It has been found that one of the most common causes of 
low BJ'Alling e.chievement is due to noor studv hab:i.ts. Some 
• • §/ 
effectivAly. McKee children have not learned to study 
believes that excellent results ln spelling can be ohtalned 
p>trtly through supervlsion of stndy by the tMtcher. The 
teacher must locate difficulties in understanding and applying. 
study methods that the pupils might have and give special 
attention to them. This might have to be carried on through 
several weeks of work since one spelling period is not 
sufficient to correct this type of difficulty. 
Another common cause of low spelling achiAvement is slow 
y Willbm F. Book and Richard S. Harter. 11Mistqkes Which 
Pupils M-<tke ln Spelling", Journal of Educational Research, 
Vol. 19, Febrnf'l.ry, 1929, P• l06. 
§/ i'aul McKee, op. cit., p. 404. 
:• 
8 
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'I 
or illegible handv,ri tlng, says: "It is generally 
believed th,.,t poor h>~ndwriting causes spelling failure", 
In October, 1926, following a study that had been 
- • o d . ~ t' di M b i fJ/. 1 carrlec, on urlng ne prece ng ay y Dav s ln t 1e schools 
of Ricbmond, Indiana, remedial claCJses were establishecl, 
Teachers kept a record of the difficulties encount81'ed in 
spelling by the 275 pupils, The findings showed that the 
two difficulties hg_ving the greatest amount of frequency were'! 
(1) not mastering the steps in learning to spell a word and 
(2) poor handwriting, 
'd Gates found that: 
Defective writ:ing ability when not associated with 
gc;nEoral tnc)tor incoordination, whether due to ng~t:tve 
inaptitude or failure to hit upon effective methods, 
seems to be in cBrtain cases as so cia ted with backv,ardness 
in spelling, although the corr8l'' tion of 9pe lltnc:; with 
writtng is but +0,18, Often, the ass.::>ci8~tion of poor 
spelling and writing is due to some other comrron cause, 
such as disinclination, habitual carelessness, etc, 
Many poor spellers are good writers and nany poor 
writers are good spellers, but in diag_r10sis the writing 
s:Cwuld be carefully studied for the infrequent cases 
where a real causal relation exists, 
Faulty SJJeech habits, especL'tll;,.jn pronunciation, are 
1:0 
often found in poor spellers, Davis , in her study 
'!} George Spache, "spelling Disability Correlates I- Factors ~ 
Probably Causql in Spelling Disability", Journal of Fd lC>J.tion.~l 
ReN,ar·cl,, Vol. :545, April, 1941, P• 5C4, 
§/ Georgia Davis, "Remedial Work :tn S~<'lling", Ele<,Jentetry 
School Journal, 27, PP• 615-626, 1927. 
y Arthu::: I, Gates, 'T'he PsycholOE\"'J of ReH~ding •'>1d S~1elllnP· '~i th 
Snecial Reference to Disabilit , Contributions to Sduc9.tion, ·. 
N~. 29, TeaCit<ers OJ_ ege, Co-~.mnbi'l TTnivrersi ty, l922, p. 95. 
lQ_/ Georgia Davis, op. cit,, PP• 615-626. 
9 
previously mentioned, found that speech defects were seventh 
in frequency. She suggests that the child must be taught to 
1) listen to the pronunciation, 2) look at the word care-
fully, and 3) the teacher must teach difficult combinations. 
111 Gates further stated: 
Defective articulation was, A.ccording to our appraisal, 
definitely associated with one case of inferior reading 
and spelling. The causal connection was indirect, since 
it appeared that habits of hurrying, for the purpose of 
avoiding embarrassment attending a slight stammer which 
occurred when the subject encountered difficulty, had 
led to a view of inappropriate habits which inhibited 
the development of effective methods of attack. 
1&' 
In a study by Russell he explains that, "in general, 
the results of this study suggest that slight constitutional 
difficulties do not of themselves cause spelling disability 
but upon rare occasions major difficulties in intelligence, 
vision, hearing, or speech may be the outstanding causal 
factor". He further says: 
The low reliability of the method used in the present 
study makes generalizations about the relationships 
between speech and spelling disability somewhat 
difficult. Extreme speech defects are rare but 
probably, where they exist, they are very important 
factors in disability. The relA.tionships between 
spelling and minor errors of enunciation and 
pronunciation are not so clear. Within the limits of 
the method used, reliable differences were found on 
totHl errors made, Hnd differences that tended to be 
reliable on individual types of errors. Correct 
1!J Arthur f. Gates, op. cit., p. 95. 
12/ D. H. Russell, Characteristics of Good and Poor Snellers, 
Contributions to Education, No. '72'1, Columbia Universlty, 
1937, P• 89. 
10 
pronunciation is undoubtedly an aid to the study of a 
word but this does not necessarily imply that errors 
in speech cause errors in spelling. Further studies 
of speech and spell:l.ng errors are needed. 
Research has shown that lack or interest and undesinable 
a tt:t tudes 
spelling. 
is one of the factors th.,_t hinders le<>rning of 
.!.¥ 
Russell found thA.t "a reliHbly greater munber 
of normal spellers thHn retarded spellers were rated 'good' 
in attitude toward spelling and the diagnostic tests". He 
found that the "good" and "poor" attitudes seemed to apply 
to good and roor spellers a greAter number of times than 
would have be<'m the caRe by the erfective use of random 
sampling. 
In addition to the factors alreAdy ment:l.oned that cause 
low spelling achievement, there are other dlsabilities such 
as visual and auditory accuity. In a carefully controlled 
experiment it was found that both dear and hard-of-hearing 
children made fewer errors than normal children in their 
w 
written compositions. Templin states: 
The observad Ruperior spelling l'lchiAvement of the 
defective hearing, which is in agreement with the 
findings of other investigators, cannot be explRined 
by difference in age, intelligence, gre_de placAment, 
sex or the use of simpler words by any of the three 
groups of hearing, h11rd of he11ring or deaf subjects. 
This achiAvement is probably due to sever11l factors 
which are not controlled in this study. It seems 
likely that the superior word percept:ton of the deaf, 
1]/ rbla., p. 54, 
]:Y Mildred C. TempJin, "A Comparison of the Spelling 
AchievemAnt or NormAl 11nd Defective Heering Subjects", 
Journal of Education'll Psychology, No. 39, 194R, pp. 344-345 •' 
:11. 
the e;Peater emphasis placed ur~on ,qpell:l''E in the 
tr,_dnine; of t'Je deaf, and tJ:-,e f,<ct tb8t '3:.-,el i_ine; i8 
esqentiaD.y a drill skill in Ene;J-tsh 'J_re aJl contributory 
factors, 
She further explains: 
Fran• tile analysis of the explanations of common 
physical phenomena written by he,1rin.g, hard of hen·-Lng 
and deaf groups matched in age, gr9-de placement, 
intelligence and sex, it is found that the deaf miss_:}ell 
about half as many words as the hc--.rd of he8.rine; and about 
one third as many 9.3 the normB.l ;,earing. The percentage 
of words used in explanations which are mi"lspelled i.s 
much less for t:1e de,lf than fop the hard of hearing or 
the hear:tng subjects, The errors of the deaf are not 
limited to .simpler words, and there is no tendency for a 
greater percentage of their spelline; errors to occur in 
either the Jr!ore or less frequently used word than the 
errors of hearing or hard of hearing. Th~ deaf are 
superior in spelling achievement on three-fourths of the 
specific words compared, 
1:0' 
Gates and Chase have observed that: 
Spelline; ability falls about midway between reading 
and word perception, Lack of reading experience tends to 
pull spelling ability down whe:reas keenness of word-
perception tends to lift it up. This, at least, is our 
interpretation, The deaf owe their rernarkable spelling 
ability primarily to a peculi>cu'ly effective type of 
perceiving, of reacting visually towq_rds, Normal 
c':-1ildren, despite wider opportunities J.n reading &nd 
wri t:i.ng, do not seem to acquire ?.S effective a type of 
word-perception. The hypot1J esis here offered is that 
normal ch lldren fail to develop this prec:;_se, accurate 
and as far· as the effects on spelling are concerned--
effective form of word obserV•J_tion because they rely 
mainly on the easier, perhaps more natural -- yet for 
spelling less producttve -- device of phonPtic 
tr8_nslation, 
15/ Arth<1r I· Gates anrl Esther H, Crl8_se, 11 ~\ethor18 ·~nd Thezn•i es 
Of Learning to Spell Tested by :'>t<KHes of Deaf Cllildren 11 , 
Jo'.lrnal of Educational Psyc:"olozy, No. 17, 1926, P• 299, 
:12 
I! ,, 
'I I 
I ,, 
w 
Guiler and Lease conducted a controlled exper•lment in 
spelling dm•J.ne; the 1940-1941 school yeAr with seventh Rnd 
ei@hth erade pupils from tl1e public schools of Lucas County, 
Ohio. Analysis showed tha.t the pui,i.ls in the; two upper t1lirds 
of Intelli3ence scores in both grour>s mHde a e;reqter mean 
gain them did the f'lJl>il s in the lo•;rAr third, Guiler and 
.!:?/ 
Lease also revealed that: 
The mean gain made by each intellie;ence third in r.J~e 
exper·imentrJl group wqs consl.<Jtently gre<J.ter than the 
mean gain made by the corresponding third J.n the cnntroJ 
group. In fict, the smallest mean gain a.ttained by any 
of the intelligence thirds in the experlmental group 
wo.s higlver than t 01e greatest ·nean ga]n made by :;_ny of 
the intelligence t11 irds in the control group. A third 
frlct is that the middle intelligence third in the 
experimenta.l group made the greatest mean e;ain. 
w 
Hollingworth adds that 
the dRta here under considerqtion serve to show, at 
all events, that children of the same J,:Antal Age, tbe 
same Intelligence Quotient, 8.nd the sane RChool tr8inine;, 
mey and do differ from each otJ1e:r ver--J gre8.tly in ability 
to spell; thnt ,_,_ child of e;oocl :tntellectual quallty may 
fall far below a child of poor intellectual quality ln 
Spelline; Ability; and that it is unsafe to make a priori 
inferences about a ch:!.ld's genera.l ability on the 
basis of hls ability to Sl1ell, or abnut his ability to 
spell on tlJe basis of his general ability. 
On the other hand, the correlations of Spelling 
Ability wit:1 itself and of Mental Age with itRelf are 
very high for all groups. The relative ability of a 
child to spell the words given in one list from the 
1§/ w. s. rruiler and Gilbert A. Lease, 11 An Bxperimental Study 
of Methods of Instruction in Srelllng 11 , Elementary School 
.Tournal, No. 43, 1942, pp. 234-238. 
17/ Ibid., PP• 234-238. 
~ Let9. A. Hollingworth, op. cit., p. 15, 
13 
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Ayres Scale is a very reliable indication of his ability 
to spell words in other lists. The relative ability of 
a child to pass tests of Mental Age in one-half of the 
Stanford Scale affords a very reliable measure of his 
ability to pass tests in the other half of the scale. 
!:3/ Russell says that 11while spelling is not so closely 
related to intelligence as is reading, some relationship does 
exist". He states further that 11it would seem that low 
mental ability may affect spelling ability within certain 
restricted limits". 
Studies have shovm, on the other hand, that high 
intelligence does not necessarily assure superior spelling 
?:21 
ability. In regard to this McGovney says, 
Although investigations seem to show that only 
rarely do children of superior intelligence have special 
disabilities in school subjects, the correlations 
between I.Q. and achievement in different subjects 
are not uniform, and spelling shows a lower correlation 
with general ability than does arithmetic or reading. 
we would therefore expect a greater number of superior 
children to exhibit disability in this subject than in 
arithmetic or reading • 
.[!/ 
Hollingworth found that 11 the correlat:t.ons between 
measures of general intelligence and measures of' Spelling 
Ability are extremely small in all groups which are composed 
of children selected for inability to spell. The inference 
must therefore be ----- that inability to spell is not very 
1£7 D. H. Russell, op. cit., P• 12. 
~ Margarita McGovney, "Spelling Deficiencies in Children of 
superior General Abili ty 11 , Elementary English Review, 7: 
146-148, June, 1930, pp. 146-147. 
21/ Leta s. Hollineworth, op. cit., P• 14 • 
" 
!i 
li 
!' 
il 
closely connected with general mental capacity". 
~ Carroll made a study of the spelling errors of 100 
dull and 100 bright fourth and fifth grade public school 
children. He found that there were significant differences 
in the kinds of errors that featured the spelling of bright 
and dull children. Bright and dull children are affected 
differently by the length of the word and position of the 
ayllable; with the same group of words, a group of bright 
children attempted phonetic translation of the words they 
could not spAll while the mistakes of the dull children were 
w 
more often random errors • w . 
Russell 1 in a study of the relation of spelling 
ability to silent reading, handwriting, speeCh and oral 
reading, giving letter for letter sounds, spelling of nonsense 
syllables, and word pronunciation, showed the following: 
I 15 
1. The types of errors made on the Modern School Achievement 
Test were analyzed as to additions, insertions, omissions, 
substitutions, transpositions, and phonetic errors. The 
differences in types of errors made by each grmtp did 
not exceed three per cent. 
2. The retarded group made a reliably higher percentage of 
additions in their errors than did the normal group. 
The normal spelling group tended to make a hi~ er 
percentage of phonetic errors than did the retarded group. 
~ Ibid., P• 51. 
24/ D. H. Russell, op. cit., P• 66. 
' ii- --- -- - --
1' 
4. 
The mAan grade score of the normR.l group W'' s relhtbly 
higher than th,ctt of the retarded groups on the Gates 
Silent ReRding Tests, grades three to eight, Types A and D. 
The mAan spAed and mean accuracy of readinc; scores of 
the normal group were reliably hie;her than those of the 
retarded group. 
5. In the norm,_,J gr-oup there is a suggestion that Rpeed Rnd 
accuracy of readjng for comprehension is not AO closely 
related to spelling grade as is reading to note details, 
In the retRrded c;roup 11 ttl A diffArence we.s found on the 
different types of reading. 
6. The normal spelling groups are reliably better in quality 
of handwriting as measured by the ThorndikA Scale th"n are 
the retqrdecl spellers. The difference :tn spPed of 
writing between the groups is insignificant Aduca tionttlly 
and statistically. 
7. Within the limits of the method used, the retarded 
spellers made more errors in speech them did the normal 
spellers except in vowel sounds, where the difference was 
negligible. The differences arA "lt8.tlst:\C8.lly reliAble 
for tot'll mispronunciations and totRl types of errors and 
tend to be reliable on other items. 
B. The normal spellers are rated reliably higher in "rhythm" 
than the retarded spellers on the basis of oral reading 
of poetry. 
9. The commonest types of speech errors arA the same as the 
commonest spelling errors nn the Mndern School Achievement 
Snellin~ Test - - omission and substitution. ~1rther 
.~tudies ~Hre nAAded to investigatA the relHtionships 
between speech and spelling errors. 
10. ThA rA11 ability nf the results obtRined by comparing the 
records of errnrs nbt,'lined by two different listeners 
suggests the need of an improved test of speech. 
11. A case study ilJ.ustrates that a speech hqndicR.p, combined 
with certAin related factors, may be a cause of S_Elell ing 
eli sabili ty. 
12. The normal spelling group had reliably hif':her scnreB than 
did the retarded group on ARCh o.f the followi.ng tests: 
orPl srAlling, word pronunciatinn, giving letter for 
letter sounds, spelling nonsense wnrds of one and two 
syllables. 
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13. InRbility to turn sounds into letters, phonograms, or 
syllables is probably " basic CR.Uile of poor spAll1.ng. 
14. The rather striking agreement between these te,gts And 
others involving language usage :mge;ests the pos sibilt ty 
of a gener•l linguistic ability, evidenced by facility 
in hR.ndling words well in var:l.ous wRys. 
15. The data •••• :l.nd:l.cate that spelling dis'l.bility 1s 
0ften CAused by fA:l.lure to acqu:l.re in the primRry grgdes 
techniques of handling letter sounds, syllables, word 
anRlysis, similArities and differences in words, Rnd other 
bA.sic l">.nguagA skills. Within certai.n limits of ab:!.l:l.ty, 
the failure is pedagogi.cal. 
_gy 
Fitzgerald studied the errors made in personal letters 
written in life situations by children of the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth grades. He comp:l.led a list of 2,106 words from this 
study. It is interesting to notA thR.t about half of' A.ll the 
errors were on one hundred f'orty-eight words. 
26/ 
~ (Jtliler made a list of 466 misspellAd words from 4000 
words which C".rne into children' 8 vocRbnl!l.ries in thA rr:tmary 
grades but which were misspelled by fivA nl'lrcAnt or more 0f 
ei.e;hth grade pnpils. He felt thRt thesA words were not 
mastered because of' the f'act that they had not beAn sj_ngled 
out s.nd given enough study And practice. 
_gy Je.mes A. FitzgerRld, ''Words Misspelled Most. Fre•plently by 
ChildrFJn of the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Gr"de Levels in Life 
Outside the School", Journ"-1 of' Educational ResARrch, 
26: 212-213, November, 1932. 
_g_§/ w. s. Guiler, "Primary Grade Words Frequently Mis ~pell ed 
by Higher Grade Pupils", Elementary School JonrnRl, 44: 295-300 
January, 1944. 
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:EI From Cook's study the implications were that pupils 
tend to learn to spell the words they URe most frequently and; 
which represent fUndamental life interests. From this study 
he concluded that: 
It is probable that many words of high frequency 
could be omitted entirely from the course of study in 
spelling wHhout impairing the spelling ability of the 
final element~ry school product. This would permit 
more time to be spent on the words of high frequency 
which persistently give difficulty or upon words of 
lower frequency than are now included in the elementary 
spelling lists. 
After giving a spelling test to 25 average and 25 poor 
'3.§/ 
Spll.che concluded that spellers in grades three to five, 
average spellers tend to make more phonetic errors than do 
poor spellers, and that poor spellers are apt to leave out 
a syllable and sounded letters, and make non-phonetic 
substitutions. 
ggJ 
Hildreth also found that phonetic errors were common 
among children and that many errors 13.re due to the addition 
and transposition of letters. 
]Z/ Walter W. Cook, The Measurement of General Ability 
Involving Controlled Comparisons Between Techniques, University 
of Iowa Studies, Vol. 6, No. 6, Iowa City, Iowa, 1932, p.l09. 
~ George Spache, "Characteristic Errors of Good and Poor 
Spellers", Journal of Educational Research, 34: 188, 
November, 19 • 
29/ Gertrude Hildreth, "Spelling Errors", The Implications of. 
Research for the Classroom Teacher, National Education 
·Association, Washington, D. c., 19::-9, P• 162. 
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I:S2/ 
ForA.n cl>dmed tlw t: 
S:pelling err·ors are due to "- Vilriety of caw;As, some of 
which are more import·~nt than others. Varif', tions in the 
n:3ture of the mistakes are produced by differences in the 
degreA of ability of the pupils, his ,g r:e, ex11eri.ence, Bnd 
other condi t:tons of learning. M'my of thFm are due to 
careless writing and to failure to adopt a critical 
attitude in regard to written work. Such error" can be 
eliminated only throuc;h suitable incentives----. It is 
vrobable that better provision for indivldu~l differences 
will enable pupils of various degrees of abiljty to 
le·u'n th.e words for which they will h··JVe U1e most n.eed • 
.:211 
Durr·.ell said: 
Ta bul'' tlons may .be made of the nature of tl1e errors for 
children in the intermediate grades or above who hH.ve 
extreme spelling difficulties, The.se te1bulations often 
disclo:'le systematic errors on certain typPs of words, 
letter combinations, or sound combinations, 
In tRbul•Jtion of errors, it should be indicatPd whPther 
they pertain to words spelled phonetically or to words 
spAlled unphonetically, Over-at tcmtion to sonnds or an 
attempt to think out "' word's s1.1ellinc:; r··<.tl<er th·m 1'\11 
Huton•atic resnonse to the word, is incicate.~ by the 
"lrAsence of many misspellings that are correct !>honetJ.e 
refJresent•l tions, 
"'?. .. ,I ~ -Studies by Archer have shown that chJ.ldren learn to 
stJell four or five thousand words, but m8.ny children can spell 
m~re words than this numbPr, BecR.usP of this evidence, 
tr'>Jnsfer must tal{e place, or these addi tionR.l words arP 
learned in some other way, Probably the clo SA1' thP sJ.rniJ.:.n·i t;y 
of fol'ms the greater the transfer and as vrorcl,q become rnore 
dissimil·"r, positJ.ve transfer becon•<Cs less and less. 
I:9J Thomas G. For·~n, op. cit., ,;, 10\1, 
gl Donald D. Durrell, op. cit., pp. 1 275-276, 
!!:!:.1 Clifforu P, Arcller, Transfer of Tr•lining in SpAllin:;;, 
Univer·sJ.t;v of Iowa Studies, Vol, V, No. 5, Iowa City, Iowa; 
University of Iowa Press, 1931, p. 7, 
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In the teaching of ~ spelling Dolch sg_id that drill is 
very important, but it must be conducted so thR.t the pu~)Il 
will not lose interest in spelling. 
~ 
Straub was of the opinion: 
Spelling cannot and must not be tR.ught in isolation:' 
from life's whole experiences. Meanings and relationships 
which are employed as groundwork for new spelling words 
must be within total past experience bHckground of the 
child before he proceeds to learn the more c;pecific 
techniqnes of spelling a word. 
§ 
i'tcKee c;aid, 11Da ta gathered from the writing that 
children do should throw light upon the selc,ction and. the 
grade-placement of spelling vocabulary". 
After making an extensive survey of teacher preferences 
36/ 
in text arrangement and method of spR11jne;, CarBon- fou.nd 
thR t teB.chers of the country prefer: 
l. A spelling text arranged on a weekly list assignrnent pl8J1!. 
2. One spelling li8t for the gr>J.de. 
3. The ,:Jtudy test .;..•lan of teaching. 
5. words ~-'r tnted ·in two forms, as a "!hole and in s;rll8bles. 
'li,, 
,1 33/ William Dolch, Better Spelling, Chatnl)'<i:":n, Illinois, The 
1 Gerr8_rd Press, 1942, P• 131. 
,, 
04/ J. Hal'old Str:,ub, "An Organismic Approach to Spellinz", 
Erewmtary EneJ.ish Review, Februar·y, 1942, p. 5G. 
'!!lJ Paul J,lcKee, "Research Values in Children's ···r5_ting 
Vocah~l-".ri.es", Elemhntar•y English Review, 7:73, ~~·<reh, 1930. 
W Olive G. Cl3.rson, 11Teaeher Preferences in Text Arrangement 
:tn ti·,e FiHld o:f Spelling", unpublished l.:-'UJter· 1 s thesis, 
Boston Univ(-:rsj_ty, School of ~du_C8.tion, Boston, Mass., 19Z·::'5, 
p. 71. 
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6. Te::~c·,hint; the me-~--;ninc of .q vror·U, !.-lntl tht::n thf: spelling. 
8. Th 1 t all the pupils have the s:~me spellin:; list. 
§' 
Reddy l}lacle a compilation, t:~bulation, ;:1_nd 21n8l\• 8ls of 
spell',n::; el'rors f• om all of the writ J·.en v<ork of ten si Atlt 
srades in communi ti<"S suburban to '' mAtropoli t·>n city fo1o the 
purpose of <~evising Hn effective remedial program. The 
follo•vlnc; conclusions were drawn: 
1. There is little tr~nsfer from words that have been 
pr·eviously t:mght. 
2. Spelling errors do not decre:;se with :i.ncre; sed usage but 
that error's pe;rsist <·dther in th"' same or differPnt 
for1n. 
3. There are 375 most fre.,uently mis.sp"lJ ed words in this 
st'ldJ which arA recornmendeLi for remedial st·udy, HR t.}-Je.se 
e-rrors were made by many different PUililR. 
4. An m·,lys:ts of the most frequent errors :tn the words of 
higl1est freq<J Pncy showed that t'l" ~·re~ tAs t numbAr of 
er:e,•rs vvere er•rors of substitution r~nd omission. 
5. There is neAd for a study of spellins mAthods in ord.er to 
in<>re:1se the number of words spelled correctly •1 t all 
grade lc:vels, bat P"'rticularly "t tlHt of :cr'"cle cd.x, 
2.§/ 
Van Du.c:en wl10 eompile<J, tnbul'l ted, anJ ,m_alyztcccl Sl)elli.ng 
Ar'POrs in grade thre~e for R period of eight weAks concluded 
'![!} Ka ther·in<'; F. Redd.)-, "An Analysis of Sptell i'lf'; :2rnors o.f 
Ten Sixth Grades in Comwunities Suburb:m to a l·cetrouoli tan 
City", unpublished ~.:aster's Thesis, Boston Un.tverstt.)', School 
of Edvca tion, Boston, 1\7as s., 1949, p. C6. 
3E/ A. Zlizaoeth Van Dus,m, "A Compi1Htion, Tabulat.ion, ancl 
A.n,lysLs of Spelling 'Grrors in Gr8de Three for "m Eie;ht Week 
Period", unpuhll shet) 1.1~ ster' s Thesis, Boston Un1 ver·s i ty, 
School of Educe.tion, Boston, Mass., 1947, p. 31. 
:t 
" 
thc.:t t: 
1. The:ee is R definite need for clg_s.~ sunnl.,ment .. ,rv 
Si)ellins J.ist8 .. ~s more th:ln J·L1lf of th~ miss11elled 
words ~ere not found in the spelling text. 
2. Inc1ivic:u<ll sup1.1lementary lists would be of much vctlue 
to the ~upil, as the words in his list are words that 
he uses and soells incorrectlv. 
. . . 
3. l::R.ny opportlln:t t:lcs shoulll bt=; provided for tbe frequent 
ctse of these words in written work, 
4. The words in the spt;lling text uo not 8.dequately meoet 
the needs of the pupils in his freA writing, 
w 
DurrRll S'l.f s; "Teaching spell 'inc through rules is of 
little value, Essenti:llly spellinc; is •< non-thinking 
au tom8. tic response to an ideational or visual sthnulu s, 
Sr.18ll:tn::; errors of individualfl often rcesnl t from the impropPr 
use of rules". 
The research in the field of spelling stresses its 
importance as the Assential tool of written expression, If a 
fluent, 8.nd :.Jutom•<tic expression is tn be hqd, the cllild 
wust soell correctlv the words which he needs and uses. 
• .191 • 
~1zzalo states: 
Today, teaching in Hpelling aims to get rtd of errors 
by anticipating >mri preventin;;: them thron[Sh a 
watchful supervision of first impressions and 
associations. Correction no longer· stops with a 
check mR.rk and a reprimand, :!.t inquires into ccuse, 
m8.kes a truly pedagogical correction, and finally 
make;s certR.in th"t recovery from error is coml~lcete, 
?t1J Don•;ld D, Durrell, op, cit., pp. 268-?69, 
.1Q/ Henry Suzzalo, op, cit., P• 9. 
4]._/ 
He further st>1.tes: "It is the diRsnosis of 
spelling errors and the skillful substitt1tion of nAw ;md 
correct habits in which we shall find our largest immedlate 
opllortuni ty for lmprovlne; our methods of teaching spelllng", 
These re·,dint;s have shown that there lfl much 
controversy in the study of spellinK errors and thAt there 
is still a further nee,: for extensive investig,lt.ion in 
the field of spelling errors, word selection, and methods 
of teaching, 
" .:Q/ ~·, P• 114. 
CHAPT:":R III 
PROCEDUR:G: 
Restatement of problem.-- ThP ")urposP of this stud~ i.s 
to compile, tabulat.c,, and analyze a list of .spellinte er·:eors 
from 9.11 the WJ'i tten work of fift;;l-sL; PUl)i.ls in two sixth 
grades for a period of eight weAks beginnins April ?, J.\'151 
and emdine; June 2, 1951. 
Wethoc. of collecti1w errors.-- At the completion of each 
day for R period of eight weeks, all the writt.cn work 
accomplisheU. in e<"Jeh of the two sixth grades with a tot:el 
enr•olln1<sn t of fifty- six pupils was care fully checbed for 
spell in,::; er,r-ors. 
COl)lllila tion of spelling errors.-- Sinee this s t·,J.dy ,.,,_ s 
confined to the pupils in the writer' .9 own school and was 
made for• th(; purposA of improving the speJ.ling of thG r>upils 
in this sehool all tabulations whieh indic8. tA e;rade are b•J.sed 
y' 
upon the graded sc•elling list used by thP tPach,,rs in the 
City of Somerville. 
A file card was made for each of thA fifty-six pupils 
wePe ccr'r'ansed rtl[Jlw b8tically by classes. On each file card 
were listed the miss~elled words Rnd hl1e types of errors it:aa~ 
Spelling errors were listed in the follow:ng subjects: 
y City- of Sox:!~~rville P1..tblic 
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\·vas re.:)P3.te(i within the S·'-lme subject area, this vras noted 
in ·,lphabetical order, aftsr which the followins notations 
were made on each card: 
1. The n<Lnber of times the word was misspelled. 
?. The number of .lifferent types of errors wtde. 
3. The number of worcls misspelled which, accc•rdinc, to the y 
graded list, huC been previously !lresenb~d. 
4. The namber of words not included in the spelling 
curriculum. 
Tabulat:ton of spelling errors.-- Each word in the entire 
list of spelline: errors was tabulated in the followinG 
?ll 
manner: 
1. The erade level of the word was noteJ accordint to the 
graded spelling list. 
?. A word not listed in the graded spelling list was 
classi_fied as '' suppl•cmentar,y vrord. 
0. The subject in ·which a word vn:'l.s mi.s.·3~1E:lled ~:JaR PecorUed. 
4. The number of times a word was misspelled in different 
subjects w~s recorded. 
5. Tlle number of subjects in which e:c;ch word was missrJol_led 
w.·-u-3 ~r·ecorded. 
6. TY1e tot ·l mi.s.s_rH:llings for each word was :c·eeorded. 
]/ Ibid. 
'ij Appendix, pp. 92 - 180 
The findint~·'3 resulting from tht-"~ preee:dinc; t·-=~.bulation of 
each misspelled word v1ere a,g follows: 
1. Grade Level in Spelling Text of Viords '!i~spelled by 56 
Sixth Grade Pupils. 
8. Total ;;·umber of Different Words Fisspelled ln Written 
i'caterh<l in En,.;lisJ,, Geography, ·mel History. 
-:: 
3. Words !/cost Frec.pently !~isspellHd by 56 SL,th Gr.·,de Pupils 
·~rr:-{ ngecl in Rank Order of Frequency. 
Analysis of spelling errors.-- The most frequent types 
of errors V'ere t·1bulate,; from the compilation of dat-; 
arranged in alphabetical order anC contninint the misspelled 
worus with tr1eir erroneous spellin[<:s. Tl-11; tyr'"s nf err·ors 
which occurreu most often in this study and whieh were u"ed 
in this anaJ.ysis were those of: 
1. Omis.sion of letters. 
?. Substitution of letters. 
3. .\Jdit5.on of letters. 
~. TrHnspnsition of letters. 
5. Phonetic misspellings, 
In t'1.i.s iJlc<n the following r·ules were observed: 
1. The most frequent erl'Or of the total err·ors f:)l" fl ~.,ord 
was included in the tabulation. 
:?. , 1Nhen " word disi>layed two most frequent errors it w'ts 
clHssified ~ccordins to tl1e first ty·re. 
;s, All words with a tot,,l of five or mor·e misspellings ,·,ere 
included in the tabulation, 
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CHAPT:<:R IV 
A~ULYSIS OF DATA 
The drc, ta were •mflly zed to find: 
1. The i!;r'J.de level that showed the highest nmnber of 
'""''l'<ls missf!elled thH-t were t•mght previous to this 
stucljt. 
2. The nurrtber of supplementary wor·ds miBspPlle3. in 
com9'"risun to the number of words misRpelled thnt 
hi'.d been previously trmght. 
3. The relation of the supplementary words to the 
total number of words misspelled. 
4. Tile relr1tirm between the number of words misspelled 
,_n,:;_ the number of misspellings. 
5. The grade level in each subject at which the most 
misspellings were made. 
6. The implications of these misspAJ.linc,:s. 
7. Th~:-: words most frequently mi8spelled A.rr::.,n3ed in 
rr;nk order of fre.luency. 
8. The types of errors which were made in words of 
hishest frequency. 
9. The number of different misspelljn,·;s of the words 
of i1.:lgh•ost frequency. 
10. The :tmpl tc8 ttnns of a study of spellinco£ erro:r·s to 
the classroom teacher. 
TABLE I 
Grade Place1•1ent of Words ~:issr1elled by 56 Sixth 
Grade Pupils 
In list - Grade I Level 
In list - Gr,~de II LeveJ 
In list - Grade III Level 
In list - Grade IV Level 
In list - Grade V Level 
In list - Grade VI Level 
Supplementary 
Total 
-:H< Su_c>plementary - These wor<ls were not 
Cc>ntained in the spelling list. 
26 
151 
171 
160 
146 
10>14 
2181 
28 
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Table I shows the rrrqde :o_l·or.crnent according to the y -~ ~ 
graded spellins li.st of the entire number of different 
misspelled words in this study, The total of 'l''lble I st,ltcs 
the number of different words miss~>ellAd ovAr a period of 
eie;ht weeks. 
There were 2,181 different '"orcls missllcllecl d1Jring 
this study g_nd 1,394 of these words were f!UIJ;:->lemcntary 
words or words not locqted in the spelling list, 
It is j_mport,~nt to note that the greatest number of 
different misspelled words were supplementary words or 
words outside the gr9.ded spelling list of gr!l.des one, two, 
three, four, five, and six. 
The sum of the first six fig1Jres shows that 7R7 
previously t8.ught nords were misspcJled during this study, 
This in-Jic;,_tes that words that hR.ve been t,,_usht "-r" being 
used, but at times arc not being spelled correctly. 
y Appendix, Graded Spelling List, City of Somerville 
Public Schools, Somerville, Mass. 
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'l'ABLB II 
Total Number of Different Words lvrisspelJ ed 
in Written Material in Various Subject Matter Fields 
English GeogrBphy History Total 
1.' 082 511 588 2,181 
It is evident from this t•-1bJA th•<t the greatAst 
numbAr of words misspelled are found in English, 
po~<aibly becau!'lA the greatest amount of written work 
is CRrrlAd on in this subject. This t13cble also shows 
thRt a supplementary spelling vocabulary for the most 
frequently used words in thesA subject arAas is 
needed. 
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TABLE III 
Total Number of' Misspellings in Each Subject 
English GeogrAphy History Total 
2,812 2,023 1,'743 6,578 
Table III shows the total misspellings in 
each subject. As in Table II, Most of' the 
misspellings occurred in English. · The English 
errors ran 1,000 more than the History errors 
R.nrl over 700 more than the geography error!l. 
The most noticeable difference between TRhle!l 
II •md III is the outstandine: number of increased 
misspellings listed in Table III over those listed 
in TR.ble II. English increased by 1,'7~0, 
Geogr">phy tncre:'>sed by 1,512, Hi!'<tory increased 
by 1,155, and the total increAsed by 4,397 wh1ch 
inrltcates that pupils misspell words more than 
once. 
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TARLE IV 
Total Number of Supplementary Words Misspelled 
in Comparison to Words Previously Taught 
Total 
Words 
Missoelled 
2,181 
Words 
Previously Tnu~ht 
No. 
787 36 
Suppl emAnt,ry 
words 
No. % 
' 
1,394 64 
Table IV shows the totql numbAr of 
eupplementary words misspelled in comparison 
to those words previously taught. There were 
2,181 misspellAd words in this study of which 
787 or 36% wAre previously tHught. SupplemAnt:-J.ry 
misspelled w0rds numbered 1,394 or 64% of the 
total number of misspellAd words. 
TABLE V 
Total Number of Sup~lementary English Words Misspelled 
in CompRrison to English Words Prev1.ously TAught 
Total 
Words 
Misspelled 
1,082 
Words 
Previously Tau~ht. 
No. · 
443 41 
Supplementary 
Words 
No. % 
639 59 
The totHl number of supplementary English 
words misspelled in comparison to English words 
previously tanght is shown in Table V. Of the 
1,082 misspelled English words, 44:'i or 41% were 
previously t•mght while 639 or 59% were 
supplementr>.ry words. 
TABLE VI 
Total Number of Supplementary Geogra.phy Woro.s 
Misspelled in Comparison to Geogr8.phy Words Previously Taught 
i 
I. 
II 
' 
Total Words SupplAment!l.ry 
Words Previousll Tau~ht Words 
Misspelled 'fl'o. No. tb 
511 127 25 384 75 
Table VI shows the total number of 
supplementary Geography words misspelled in 
comparison to the Geography words previously 
taught. There were 511 misspelled Geography 
words in this study of which 127 or 25% were 
previously taught while 384 or 75% were 
supplementary words. 
TABLE VII 
Total Number of Supplementary History Words 
Misspelled in Comparison to History Words Previously Taught 
Total 
Words 
Mi.9soelled 
588 
Words 
Previously Taujht 
No. /o 
217 37 
Supplementary 
Words 
No, % 
371 63 
The total number of supplementAry History 
words misspelled in comparison to History words 
previously taught is shown in Table VII. Of the 
588 misspelled History words, 217 or 37% were 
previously taught while 371 or 63% were 
supplementary words. 
:l5 
TABLE VIII 
Grade Placement o:f Words Misspelled 
in Various Subjects 
Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 
English 15 97 77 103 73 
Geography 5 18 20 18 41 
History 36 36 50 46 
6 
78 
25 
43 
Total 26 151 133 171 160 146 
*S - Words not :round in the graded spelling list. 
s·~fo 
639 
384 
371 
J.,394 
As in Tables II and III most of the misspelled words 
were in English. The highest number o:f errors occurred 
at the second Rnd :fourth grade level. 
Table VIII also shows that the largest number o:f 
misspelled words in English was :found in the supplementary 
list. This again is indicative o:f the need of a 
supplementary list o:f words. 
TABLE IX 
Classific.qtion of Types of Errors Made in Words 
Word 
peninsula 
there 
too 
quantities 
flmPndment 
I they 
I commercial 
-~ gvarrmteed 
I irrigated 
I cr'owded 
I 
Substi-
Omission tution Addition 
their 
there 
to 
quanities 
Hmendent 
th8 
l.rragated 
crowed 
I sep,:r·;_ te Repera te 
I exhibition exi bi tion 
I interested intrested 
! 
- automobilP. autombile 
II interest 
volcanoe 
were 
'!'ranR!'O-
Rition Phonetic 
pennisulfl 
commPricRJ. 
garenteed 
intrest 
\:r7 
i 
I 
11 volcano 
II where 
I! central centeral II 
II conductor conducter 'il 
~=~ 4---~~~--~~~-~----~-~~---~- ~~c~~=-~=~-~~ c-oo~~ ~~-=------ --~--~--~---+--~~ -~~=c 
l1 I' II II 
1 I 
- I 
I .. 
' 
' 
I 
Word 
~~ beRrint-;s 
1 densely 
I 
11 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
describe" 
"'" ti en tly 
through 
bAr·g<J:tn:tn~ 
e;uRrrmtee 
~ir:rlane 
-Omission 
decribee< 
garantee 
government goverment 
II 
restaurant 
cnnal 
off 
Rfwolutinn 
sh5ning 
stretch 
j sul:rhur 
~ thone;ht 
I IW 
of 
though 
den sly 
I'8tiencely 
threw 
b!rrgining 
airplain 
machinary 
CRnel 
Revelation 
shinning 
strech 
Find 
I c~rrying earring 
1 
I department deparment li 
l1 enough enou[Yht 11 
II independ<mt in~~~~~-e~t 1 ~~""--~-~t=--c--"-~ --~-~~~~-~~~--- - -·' ~·=~==-~=--"-··''··='·" -~~= =~=-~~=-===•=•=~=-===-"=·~ ~==~~~-~~~ 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
1
"1!1 
II 
II 
II 
Word OmiRsion 
interfAre interfAr 
c1ecj sion 
front 
s top~1Md stoped 
·went 
8)'1)Atite a!J!JAte 
beautiful 
brou::;ht brough 
clothes cloths 
coming 
laborers labors 
pier 
prisoner 
soldiers 
stcerted stared 
Rtudying studing 
tried 
apostrophA 
made 
TABLE IX (continued) 
Su s tl- TrRnfl;::>o-
tution AcJdi ti.on 11ition 
dARiRiOn 
frount 
wR.nt 
bes.uitful 
cornming 
peir 
soilders 
tryed 
Phonetic 
i 
I I 
II 
jl 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
r>risnor 
I 
api)Ostri1~ 
i 
I 
i 
model modle 11 
P''rticulwc- .!_lfi ticular I 
people i'eoiJe I 
~='---:=---=---:c-.:.:=-=:--:-=_,='="==------"'=--"·=-="'--=:----:-.;o--==-==--=-c===-=-=~-=::..===---===-=-=---'-c-.=-.::===----'O:=c:-_:_--::::::::_-~--=-""c:--:""":.::-..:::-ccc:;.-=:-=-.- :-:::: == -,::: 7 _..,..--__;,:_-:::==--:: 
I 
I 
~ ~~l ~ 
II 
I· 
II 
II 
I 
·~··.rorcl 
1 president 
I
! seaPch 
jl shopping 
'I spaghetti 
I companion 
I independence 
I 
I me·mt 
I mov·'lble 
I navigBble 
Omission 
shoping 
I vulcanization 
built 
finally finaly 
T \BLE IX (con tinned) 
Substi-
tution 
spagi ti 
compain 
Addition 
moveable 
n.wagable 
vulcinization 
build 
TP,~Jnspo-
8ition 
predisent 
limits lirrli teds 
Phonetic 
sercll 
minutes minuts 
mosquitoes mosquetos 
moun tccins m01m t·~ns 
noY·thAPnrnos t northAmo st 
peninsulas penninsulas 
''munition 
1 
Gmmuni tion 
' ask tb,'"lloons ballons =·.=:::--:,--_:c-:--:-_:-_.,-_ _.,..=,==--:.-=o_..,-:~__:-:::-::c_""'~-:-;":~"'---::;-:-..::..=:-:-..::.:-o=-::_..::: I 
I 
agriculture 
asked 
41 
'j':\0LC:: IX (continued) 
Word Ad0.:l. tion 
Tr··:i>spo-
sition Pl1onetic 
catch cl1at 
dividing deviding 
govenunents goverments 
:r.w.nufac turing i1- ---;_nuf'a c ture 
northern nor then 
then 
tvvo to 
citrus citres 
conditions conductions 
especilly 
expenses expences 
friendly 
irr ig:J. tion 
keer 
lot 
now know 
~>a tent l1a ttern 
resource:s I'f::SOUrSe8 
st,.:~_t.ue staue 
t'/ord Omission 
SUi)!)OSA 
trouble truble 
trnly 
f-!_l though 
as 
authors 
br11kers 
business 
Civil 
developed 
bXCl"::~lt 
feeling 
friend 
liquor 
:rno t.or 
seemed 
TARL~ IX (co1:tinued) 
Substi-
tution Addition 
R 1 thoup·}lt 
-- <.J 
has 
bod ores 
bussiness 
Civile 
devol oped 
felling 
gc'lllaries 
liquir 
pro teeter 
'J'r::1 n.s po-
sition 
turly 
expect 
orthArs 
frend 
here 
rnoter 
seamed 
I 
I 
1 43 
uosti-
tution Addition 
Tr,lnspo-
.sition Phonetic Omisslon 
stpar~ted s~per&ted 
s i;11die s s tuided 
sufficient sufficent 
tr~n nortation trunsporation 
until untill 
-~~reeable agribble 
anxious anchions 
harley bar~ly 
beginning [)egining 
bought bou3h 
bounds bounclF; s 
buy by 
by buy 
c H. tche: s ka tche R 
cterL ,in curtain 
colle~e colledge 
compared compair 
countr·ies co•1nt.ryes 
evening eving 
everything everthing 
Omlssion 
f~.rther 
fct th61' 
fever 
first 
follo1::ed 
joined 
mercury 
mixture 
process 
1•ro ~Jerty 
protect 
seized 
,sA .u··1 rates 
succeded 
that the 
t11ey 1 re 
vacation v'1ction 
visit vist 
vlsttors visturs 
would 
writing 
agB.in 
'EA~LS IX (continued) 
·Su sti-
tution ACcll tion 
f,rther 
flower 
mecery 
mixer 
proccesa 
pi'odnct 
whould 
v;ri t tine; 
Tr·1n spo-
sition 
frist 
quite 
si~zed 
44 
~ ~··' ~=~~=··~~~~ 
Phonetic 
fe~:ver 
joind 
I 
I 
rvorcl Ornission 
American 
'.cnim:;.J_ s 
being 
1.lllild 
coast cost 
COlJBins COD. inS 
explainbd 
fertile 
gondolas 
guilty 
happened 
hoRpi te.l hnpital 
lobsters 
metal 
TABLT<' IX (continued) 
Suosti-
tntion 
canels 
deciede 
furnature 
,;ondoles 
guilt;y 
mo:E'it-i.es 
Tr·+nspo-
Additio1I ~ition 
.t..mercl:.::~n 
lo13erts 
._ -...:=..= ---=-"-0...=- ~-=co.= 
Phonet5.c 
bild 
fertY.l 
e:eting 
er8. t.n 
no 
Ttettle 
~~~=-----
r:orcl 
months 
named 
ninth 
Omission 
Substi-
tution 
,Trans_po-
Acl,l-t tion si tion Phonetic 
mounths 
maned 
n:i.neth 
piece peqce 
l•rohi b:i_ tion prohbi tion 
seagulls seagles 
signa tt.lre s ignu ture 
speedily s9eedly 
suit.ble suitible 
surrounded surru!Kled 
swoop swope 
valley v~lly 
weren't wern 1 t 
whlch vd_ch 
with whith 
adverttsed avertlsed 
1'ASLE IX (c,•nt.inued) 
Tl'~.'1llSDO-
Word Omis,9ion 
Substl-
t'" tion A,-1,·J i ti..on 'si tlon Phonetic 
aff'ected effected 
alliances 
at. a 
,,.cl tomo biles autombiles 
border boder 
bound~,ry bonnd ry 
cha.n~erl ch~l.n2;e 
e~1ar:.,_c te1··s cracters 
collective colective 
comic 
connects concets 
corporation copHrtion 
coursA corse 
cutlery culter·y 
dangerous dangro11S 
demanded dem·med 
desert derest. 
difference differance 
diReAses diseaces 
drop~ed drop8d 
I 
II 
48 
TABLE IX (continued) 
Snb8tt- rR..ns~Jo-
WorU Omission tt1t'Lon ACclition :~li tion Phonetic 
" employees employiAs 
exhibit exbit 
fwrnilies familys 
farmer farm 
farming fam.ing 
fondest fondiest 
foolish folish 
fought fougt 
fronticer fronter 
fruits furits 
[';entlemen ~-::.ent:il·men 
greatest grea:stAst 
ftl'Ol:tn 
- . 
guro:9e 
hea.vy heavey 
increase increse 
irrigate irragate 
k1nderg:--~ rten kldnes:·garden 
leading leding 
leaning leading 
letting leting 
listen lissen 
money mony 
mountainous mouantainous 
.'1' ~3LE IX ( co:1 tinued) 
Tr::inspo-
,Worc1 .Omis,ion 
Substi-
.tution ·Addit.ion sition ·Phonetic 
necess:~ry nessary 
neutral netural 
nineteenth ninteenth 
obedience obedlnce 
one on 
patents parten8 
peace piece 
possessinn passion 
possessions possesions 
quarreling: qu8.rrll.ng 
q:Jqrter quater 
remember re1Tiln1)er 
reso•1rce recource 
Saturday Saterday 
soldier solider 
spend spent 
stepped steped 
stories storys 
success sucess 
suspicious suspicous 
threw thro:1gh 
49 
wor~ Omission 
tl1row 
to 
I • t : varl.e y V9.rity 
i: wish 
1
: woolen 
I ~ 
I Wl""Or:tP" 
' 
" Tot·1.l 106 
F - -
':t'ABL~ IX (concluded) 
Substi-
tution 
through 
which 
wollen 
69 
Tr:-:uJ_ spo-
Addition si tion 1?honetic 
too 
:i8 
worne; 
30 
·r Bc5ten ~.m~ny 
· School of Educauor. 
. -......_ Library --:--.. 
58 
50 
I Sj_ 
I 
Table IX, wh:i.ch i.<J a cl.''lSsification of the types of 
errors mad.e in words of hic:;h.e~t frequency, shows the errors 
frill into five clAsses, namely; omission, substitution, 
addition, t:r.qnsposi tion, >mel phonetic. 
"EJ"':r0rs of om:tssj_on which nnrnber 106 were the most 
frequent in this study; followed by 69 errors of substitutio ; 
58 phonetic errors; 38 errors of addition; and 30 errors 
of transposition. 
TABLE X 
An .'· -- , - 0 ·1.ll:c.L:J ~)1..8 of the rro t:~.l TJ"lLrlbBT' 
of E:l s spellec-:_ ·~;; nr·cl s Ppev lc'~U9.1.;, TA:ut::;ht 
No.T:tmes )lo.'lf 
Wor·d Was r~·o. Diff- Tot,CJ.l Ho. 
r,:J_ss.Jelled _Subjects erent of 
.~.Tr:_:~.de .su:,ject Viox"'d J:i.3- 1-,ji s- .. ~ -· ·.·. LS-
::Jord Level _'2nJ •. Geo P .J1i st. s.;_)elled sul.s. soP.ll-Ln~s 
13. 1 1 1 1 1 
about 2 1 1 1 1 
absence 6 3 1 1 3 
absent 4 1 1 1 1 
accept 6 1 1 1 1 
accident 6 6 1 6 6 
ache 5 1 1 1 1 
acre 5 1 1 1 1 
across 3 1 1 2 2 2 
add 2 1 1 1 1 
adjective 6 3 1 2 3 
advantage 6 3 1 3 3 
advantages 6 1 1 1 1 
afraid 4 4 1 2 4 
after 2 2 1 2 2 
again 3 5 1 2 3 6 
against 5 1 1 1 1 
ages 2 3 1 1 3 
agreeable 6 7 1 5 7 
" 
52 
d 
' 
S3 
:l 
TABLE X (continued) 
No.Times -:'Jt). \-)f 
?Jo r-U .,;:,;g_s No. D'cff- To ~~~~1 Eo. 
~.~:is ~J.H'-:lled Sub~ f:C ts erent of 
Gr:~.d~ 3ubiAct 
• v Word i.~i.s- i\~-ts- tis-
Vv"ord Lev,ol Ens. Geo ; __ ·• T1i st. Spr-:cl1e(~ spls. sc·,ellings 
airplane 5 3 16 2 1 19 
airplanes 5 1 1 2 1 2 
allowed 4 1 1 1 1 
all right 6 1 1 l 1 
ab10st 3 2 1 2 2 
along 4 1 1 1 1 
already 5 1 1 1 1 
although 5 4 4 2 5 8 
aluminum 6 9 1 8 9 
always 4 1 1 2 2 2 
among 4 2 1 1 2 
an 1 6 4 6 3 1 16 
and 1 01 7 4 3 3 42 
animal 4 l 2 2 2 3 
animals 4 2 4 2 5 6 
another 4 2 2 2 3 4 
anxious 6 7 1 6 7 
any 2 1 1 1 1 
anything 4 3 1 2 3 
apo s tro~)he 6 13 1 13 l:'i 
appetite 6 14 1 9 14 
.. 
'! 
II 
'fABLE X { contimled) 
No .Times No.of 
word Was No. Diff- Total No. 
:Misspelled Subjects erent of 
Grade Subject Word J,7is- ]l!j_ s- Kis-
word Level Eng.Geog.Hist. spelled snls. soelltngs 
apples 3 1 1 1 1 
application 6 9 1 8 9 
are 1 3 1 2 2 4 
arithmetic 5 2 1 2 2 
ar:ns 2 1 1 1 1 
aro-clnd 4 1 1 2 2 2 
as 2 5 3 2 1 8 
ask 2 10 1 4 10 
asks 2 1 1 1 1 
at 1 3 1 2 2 5 
attention 6 2 1 2 2 
AugtlSt 4 2 1 1 2 
automobile 4 1 25 2 4 26 
automobiles 4 5 1 2 5 
autumn 6 1 1 1 1 
awful 5 1 1 1 1 
awhile 4 1 1 1 1 
backwards 5 1 1 1 1 
balls 2 1 1 1 1 
bare 3 2 1 1 2 
bare;ain_i_ng 6 20 1 11 20 
I 6 1 1 1 1 
' 
bargains ;~ 
' ,, 
il 
" 
!i5 
j, 
TABLE X ( cop.tinued) 
No.Times No,of 
word Was No •. Diff- Total No. 
Misspelled Subjects erent of 
Grade Subject word r.:i s- Mis- !;Tis-
word Level Enc;.Geog.Hist. snelled 
_spl s!. spell:l.ngs 
barrel 4 1 1 1 1 
bath 3 2 1 1 2 
be 1 1 1 1 1 
bear 2 1 1 1 1 
beat 3 1 1 1 1 
beaut:l.fu1 5 7 7 2 5 14 
because 4 2 1 2 2 3 
been 2 1 1 1 1 
began 3 1 1 2 1 2 
beginning fi 2 4 2 3 7 
begins 3 0 1 3 3 
behind 4 2 1 2 2 
believe 5 3 1 2 2 4 
besides 4 1 1 1 1 
bicycle 6 2 1 1 2 
big 2 1 1 1 1 
bit 3 4 1 2 4 
bites 3 1 1 1 1 
blue 2 4 1 2 4 
books 2 1 1 1 1 
both 2 1 1 1 1 
i! 
brief 6 2 1 2 2 
!i6 
TABLE X (continued) 
No.Times No.of 
word was No. Diff- Total No. 
Misspelled Subjects erent of 
Grade SubJect word Mis- Mis- Mis-
word Level Eng. Geog.Hist. spelled "spls. spellings 
bringing 2 1 1 1 1 
broke 3 1 1 1 1 
brother 3 4 1 2 4 
brothers 3 1 1 1 1 
bruised 5 1 1 1 1 
build 5 4 2 2 2 6 
building 5 1 3 2 2 4 
buildings 5 1 1 1 1 
buried 5 2 1 1 2 
burn 2 3 1 2 3 
burned 2 1 1 1 1 
burnine; 2 1 1 1 1 
business 5 4 1 3 4 8 
buttoned 4 1 1 1 1 
buy 2 2 1 4 3 1 7 
by 1 5 2 2 1 7 ,, 
calls 2 1 1 1 1 
came 2 1 1 1 1 
can't 3 1 1 1 1 
capital 5 1 2 3 4 
carriae;e 5 1 1 1 1 
carry 2 1 2 3 
:! 
II !I 
,S'l 
'i 
TABLE X (continued) 
No.Times No.of' 
word Was No. Dlf'f'- Total No. 
Misspelled Subjects erent of' 
Grade Subject word Mis- Mis- Mis-
Word Level Eng. Geog.Hist. spelled spls. spellings 
carrying 2 4 12 2 4 16 
catalogue 6 1 1 1 1 
catch 3 6 2 2 s 7 10 
catches 3 7 1 7 7 
catching 3 3 1 1 :s 
caught 4 3 1 2 3 4 
cautiously 6 1 1 1 1 
cellar 4 ;'j 1 2 3 
certain 6 7 1 3 7 
certainly 5 1 1 1 1 
change 4 1 1 1 1 
changed 4 4 1 2 3 5 
character 6 1 1 1 1 
characters 6 5 1 4 5 
church 3 1 1 1 1 
citizen 6 1 1 1 1 
cities 5 1 1 2 2 2 
climbed 4 1 1 1 1 
climbing 4 1 1 1 1 
cold 2 1 1 2 2 2 
college 6 1 6 2 3 7 
Colonel 6 3 1 2 :s 
II 
58 
.. 
.TABLE X (continued) 
No.Times )\\o.of 
'rvord Was No. Diff- ,Total No. 
T"·~i s spelled :Subjects erent of' 
Grade Subject 
' 
Word Vis-T.·7is- !.'is-
)'iord Level Sng. Geog.His t. spelled R iJl S • 
"'"'""'---'-
spelline;s 
color 4 2 1 2 2 
colored 4 1 1 1 1 
colors 4 1 1 1 1 
combed 4 1 1 1 1 
coming 4 12 2 2 1 14 
company 5 3 1 2 3 4 
company's 5 3 1 2 3 
conquerc,d 6 2 2 2 4 4 
considc,r·ed 6 2 1 2 2 
contJnent 5 1 1 2 2 2 
continents 5 1 1 1 1 
convinced 6 5 1 4 5 
corner 4 2 1 2 2 
cost 3 1 1 1 1 
could 1 1 1 J. 1 
couple 6 1 1 1 1 
covered 4 1 1 1 1 
cu1tive.ted 6 1 1 1 1 
damaging 5 1 1 1 1 
dangerous 5 5 1 3 5 
daug11ter 5 2 1 2 2 
DeceHber 3 1 1 1 1 
~..,._,_..,..,...-_;:,-·: -:; ·- t deci.d~ .6 l 2 2 2 ;s -· !!- ----
59 
it 
TABLE X (continued) 
No.Times No,of' 
Word Was No, Dlfr- 'rote.l No. 
' 
r:i. 8 spelled Subjects erent of 
Grade Subject Word l'i. s-1\!is- J·.ri s-
'iiord Level Eng, Geoe;. Hi st. spelled snls. spellings 
decided 6 4 2 2 4 6 
decision 6 15 1 1.0 lf; 
declarative 6 2 1 2 2 
describe 6 1 2 2 3 3 
describes 6 21 1 6 21 
destroy 6 1 1 1 1 
destroyed 6 1 1 1 1 
clidn•t 4 1 1 1 1 
i: died 4 1 1 1 2 1 
! difference 6 4 1 2 3 5 
different 5 1 1 2 2 2 
direction 5 1 1 1 1 
dishes 3 l l 1 1 
disobedlence 6 4 l 4 4 
divided 5 l l 2 2 2 
doctors 4 l 1 1 1 
does 3 1 3 2 2 4 
doesn't 4 2 1 2 2 3 
dog l 1 1 l 1 
done 2 1 1 l 1 
down 2 1 1 1 1 
drags " v 6 1 3 
6 
----~"~- -o -~:-:-- :t -_ -_-;:c;:-:::-::--:-
i: 
' 

II II il 
'I I' 
\I 
,I 
,, 61. 
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TABLE X ( contlnued) 
No.Ttmes No,of 
wor-d Was No. Diff- To t.al No, 
.,.. KisspelJ.ed Subjects erent of Grade Sn(Jject Word ~Us-lris- !."1. s-
Word Level Eng.Geog.I.:rist. s_pelled sols. s ')ell:tne;s 
family 4 4 1 2 4 
families 4 5 1 4 5 
famous 5 1 1 1 1 
father 2 7 1 7; 7 ~ 
fathc,rs 2 1 1 1 1 
feeling 6 8 1 3 8 
fields 5 1 1 1 1 
fifth 5 1 1 1 1 
I fifths 5 1 1 1 1 
fifty 4 1 1 1 1 
filled 2 2 1 2 2 
finally 6 11 1 8 11 
fine 3 1 1 1 1 
il f5.ned 3 1 1 1 1 ,, 
finished 4 3 1 2 3 
fires 2 1 1 1 1 
first 4 4 3 2 2 7 
flew 3 1 1 1 1 
flying 2 2 1 1 2 
for 1 2 J. 2 2 
foreign 6 2 2 2 3 4 
foreigners 6 1 1 1 1 
~c.·;-:··;-:.---:--
" 
-:_:c .. 
-- --
62 
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T.:..BLE X (continued) 
Ho.Times No.of 
Word Was No. Diff- Total No. 
!.Us spelled SUbjects erent of 
Grade Subject Word llis-Mis- Mis-
word Level Eng. Geog.Hist. spell eel. spls. spe11 ings 
forty 4 2 1 1 2 
fourth 5 2 2 2 1 4 
fourths 5 2 1 2 2 
friend 4 8 1 2 8 
friends 4 2 1 2 2 3 
from 2 2 1 1 3 2 4 
fruits 4 5 1 2 5 
furniture 5 6 1 4 6 
garage 5 1 1 1 1 
garden 3 1 1 1 1 
gather 5 1 1 1 1 
General 5 1 1 1 1 
genuine 6 1 1 1 1 
geography 5 1 1 1 1 
getting 4 5 1 2 1 6 
given 3 3 1 2 3 
good 2 1 1 1 1 
government 6 1 3 15 :3 3 19 
governments 6 10 1 2 10 
governor 5 1 1 1 1 
grade 3 3 1 2 3 
grandfather 4 1 1 1 1 
-fi . ~grandl:uother- 5 1 1 1 1 .. 
fl3 
::- -- ~ --··~ .. 
TABLE X (continued) 
No.Times No.of 
\"ord WR.s No. Diff- Total No. 
Misspelled Subjects erent of 
Grade Subject Word !'!is-Mis- Mis-
~·;ord Level Ene;. Geog.Hist. spelled spls. spellings 
gre" t 3 1 2 3 3 2 6 
greater 3 2 1 2 2 
greatest 3 4 1 2 4 5 
grew 3 1 1 1 1 
ground 3 2 1 2 2 
grow 2 2 1 2 2 
:! ~.less 4 3 1 2 3 
guessed 4 1 l 1 1 
had 2 2 l 1 2 
half 2 3 1 3 3 
happened 4 4 2 2 5 6 
happening 4 1 l 1 1 
happiness 5 2 1 2 2 
have 1 2 1 2 2 
head 2 1 l 1 l 
health 4 4 l 2 4 
heard 4 4 l l 4 
hea.rt 4 2 1 l 2 
height 6 2 l 2 2 
her 2 1 1 1 l 
helped 2 l 1 l 1 
here 2 3 1 2 3 
1: 1. l_ _l_ 1 
----------·- . --A - llims.e.li' -~~ - . - - - t:' -----~ 
G4 
TABLE X (continued) 
No.Times No.of 
word Was No. Diff- 'Tot9.1 No. 
Misspelled Subjects erent of 
Gr9.de Subiect Word Mis-Mis- Mis-
Word ~].. Eng.Geog.Hist. spelled spls. spellings 
·hole 3 2 1 2 1 3 
home 2 1 1 1 1 
·horse s 3 1 2 3 
horses 3 1 1 1 1 
' hospital 6 3 :s 2 4 6 
hospitals 6 3 1 3 3 
, hotel 4 1 1 1 1 
i 
hour 4 1 1 1 1 
hours 4 2 1 1 2 
house 3 1 1 1 1 
hundred 4 1 1 1 1 
hundreds 4 1 1 1 1 
hungry 3 4 1 1 4 
hurt 2 2 1 2 2 
ideas 5 1 1 1 1 
if' 2 1 1 1 1 
imr,ortant 4 2 1 2 3 3 
increase 6 5 1 3 5 
increased 6 2 1 2 2 
Indian 5 2 2 2 4 4 
Indians 5 1 1 1 1 
lndustry 5 1 1 1 1 
.. .. 

66 
~-: -_- - ·_.;_ --'::.":".-
r .. 
TABLE X (continued) 
No.Times No.of 
Word Was No. iliff- Total No. 
Misspelled SUbjects erent of 
Grade SUbject Word Mis- Mis- Mis-
Word Level Eng. Geog.Hist. spelled SDlS, spellings 
-
leave 4 1 1 1 1 
leaves 4 2 1 1 2 
liberty 5 1 3 2 2 4 
library 6 1 1 2 1 2 
,, lie 3 1 1 1 1 
life 3 1 1 1 1 
like 1 2 1 2 2 
line 3 1 1 1 1 
listen 4 5 1 5 5 
listening 4 2 1 2 1 3 
lived 3 1 1 1 1 
lives "' 1 1 1 1 ..., 
living 5 1 1 1 1 
located 5 3 1 2 3 
long 2 3 1 2 3 
looked 3 1 1 1 1 
lost 2 1 1 1 1 
lot 3 9 1 1 9 
machinery 6 1 1 17 3 11 19 
I! make 2 1 l 1 l 
makes 2 2 1 1 2 
manufactured 5 1 1 1 1 
~-~,------- -- h -- - ----- r. -- --·----
II 
I' I 
67 
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.TABLE :X (continued) 
No.Times No.of 
Word Was No. Di:f:f- Total No. 
Misspelled SUbjects erent of 
Grade SUbject Word Mis- Mis- Mis-
Word Level Eng.Geog.Hi.st.spelled snls·. sr1ellings 
manufacturers 5 1 1 1 1 
manufacturing 5 1 8 1 3 5 10 
many 2 1 2 1 3 3 4 
me.terial 6 3 1 3 3 
materials 6 1 1 1 1 
meat 4 '< 1 1 .. v v 
mt·nnorize 6 2 1 2 2 
miles 4 1 2 2 ? 3 
mills 3 2 1 1 2 
minutes 4 11 1 5 11 
missed '< 2 1 2 2 v 
mixed "' 1 1 1 1 v 
modern 6 1 2 2 2 .. v 
money 3 1 4 2 1 5 
month 4 1 1 1 1 
months 4 4 2 2 3 6 
more 2 1 2 2 2 3 
morning 4 3 1 1 3 
mountains 4 2 9 2 7 11 
much 3 2 1 2 2 " v 
museum 5 4 1 1 4 
., museums 5 1 1 1 1 
~ .. 
II I! 1. 
!i ., fiB 
,, 
-------- ~-
1: TABLE X (contjnued) 
No .Times No.of 
·Nord Was No. Diff- Total No~ 
Misspelled SUbjects erent of 
Grade SUbject wo1>d Jas- !/;is- l>!is-
word Level Ene;.Geog.Hist.spell'Jd snls. SQ8ll.~_nc·s 
music 4 2 1 2 2 
name 2 1 1 1 1 
named 2 6 1 2 6 
necessary 6 5 1 3 5 
•' 
i neighbor: 5 1 1 1 1 
' 
neighbors 5 1 1 1 1 
nf1'1:V s 2 1 1 1 1 
next 2 1 1 1 1 
nice 2 3 1 3 7 0 
night 3 3 1 .. 3 u 
nineteen 5 4 1 3 4 
nineteenth 6 2 .. u 2 2 5 
nobody 4 1 1 1 1 
none 3 1 1 1 1 
nothing 4 4 1 4 4 
obedience 6 5 1 3 5 
objection 6 2 1 2 2 
occasion•.,1ly 6 8 1 7 8 
ocean 5 1 1 2 2 2 
odor 6 4 1 2 4 
of 1 1 1 1 1 
off n 16 1 1 " 1 18 G u 
·-------
on 1 1 1 2 1 2 
----
:: . ~· 
II 
fi9 
TABLE X (continued) 
i~o.Times No,of 
Word Was No, Diff- Total No. 
Mi SSlJelJ.ed SUbjects erent of 
Grade Subject Word J,iis- lfis- J.:!is-
~;1ord Level Eng,Geog,Hist.spelled spls. spell:ings 
once ;:; 2 1 2 2 
one 2 1 "' 1 3 1 5 v 
only 2 1 1 1 1 
o~posite 6 2 1 2 2 
or 2 2 1 2 2 
oranges 2 3 1 3 3 
othAr 3 2 1 2 3 3 
over 2 1 1 1 1 
owned 3 3 1 " ., "' v 
p>lid 5 6 1 3 6 
painting 4 3 1 2 " v 
paintings 4 3 1 1 3 
2 2 1 2 " paper r. 
~x,rt:tcular 6 7 6 2 12 13 
P'"-rtner 6 2 1 2 2 
partners 6 2 1 1 2 
IYl.rts '" 1 1 1 1 v 
passene;ers 5 1 1 1 1 
{Jay 2 1 1 1 1 
peace 5 3 2 2 1 5 
people 4 6 1 6 3 4 10 
·4 ., 3 ~ 0 6 piece v ·~ 
-··· 
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TIJ.BLE X (continued) 
No. Times !To. of' 
word Was No. Dif'f'- Total Ko. 
Misspelled Subjects erent of 
Gr<cde Subject Word f, .. iis-Mis- Fis-
Word Level 
-~--
Enr,. Geog.Hist. spelled sols. spellings 
pieces 4 2 1 2 2 
pitchers 4 1 1 1 1 
place 2 1 1 1 1 
planned 6 1 1 1 1 
planning 6 2 1 2 1 3 
plant 3 1 1 1 1 
plated 3 1 1 1 J. 
played 2 1 1 1 1 
please 3 4 1 3 4 
position 6 1 1 2 2 2 
possible 6 2 1 2 3 3 
potatoes 4 2 1 2 2 
president "' v 2 11 2 6 13 
pretty c< 2 1 2 2 v 
price 4 1 1 1 1 
prices 4 1 1 1 1 
principal 6 1 1 1 1 
:Qrinciple 6 3 1 2 3 
l)roducts 5 1 1 1 1 
,., 
promise 5 1 1 1 1 
pronoun 6 2 1 2 2 
' 1 1 1 i! pulling .. 1 v 
" - - -=~- ___ :.: 1:. • << -----
li 
II 
,, 
I 
'; 71. 
~-- ---
" 1: :t:'ABL!_i; X (continued) 
:No.Times No.of 
word Was lto. Diff- Total No. 
!!lis spelled Subjects erent of 
Grade Subject Word Mis-Mis- Mis-
word Level Eng.Geog.Hist.spelled spls. spelling"! 
purpose 6 1 1 1 1 
pur;?oses 6 1 1 2 2 2 
quarreled 5 1 1 1 1 
quarreling 5 5 1 4 5 
quarrels 5 1 1 1 1 
quarter 4 5 1 3 5 
'luarters 4 1 1 1 1 
queer 4 3 1 3 3 
quiet 4 7 1 3 7 
quite 5 4 1 4 4 
race 3 1 1 1 1 
radio 4 1 1 1 1 
railroad 5 1 l 1 1 
rainy 4 1 1 2 2 2 
ready 4 1 1 1 1 
receive 5 1 1 1 1 
receiver 5 1 1 1 1 
received 5 1 1 1 1 
recognize 6 4 1 4 4 
remember 4 5 1 2 5 
., repaired 6 4 l 3 4 ,, 
report 6 1 1 1 1 
l! 
---------· ~~ 
' II
ir 
II 
II 
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'PABLE X (continued) 
No.Times No.of 
word Was No. Diff- potal No. 
Misspelled Subjects erent of 
Grade SubJect word Mis-Mis- Mis-
"word Level Eng.Geog.Hist.spe11ed sp1s. spellings 
semls 3 2 1 1 2 
separate 6 2 21 8 3 9 31 
separated 6 1 7 2 2 8 
separates ~ 7 1 4 7 0 
set 3 1 1 1 1 
severe 5 1 1 1 1 
shoes 3 2 1 ~ 2 
shooting 4 1 l 1 1 
should 4 1 1 2 2 2 
shoulders 4 2 1 2 2 
shows 2 1 1 1 1 
sign 5 1 1 1 1 
signature 6 6 1 6 6 
since 5 1 1 2 1 2 
sincerely 6 4 1 2 4 
sister 2 1 1 1 1 
sit 1 1 1 1 1 
skillful 6 3 1 " 3 v 
sleeping 2 1 1 1 1 
slllaller 2 1 1 1 1 
smallest 2 2 1 2 2 3 
soft 2 1 1 1 1 
,, b 4 1 1 , .. 1 .. 1 
::;-:--;.=-::::-:-;- --, , .~ aome ody .. .. -· 
. ·; 
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TABLE X (continued) 
No.Times No.of 
Word Was 'No. Diff- Total No. 
Misspelled Subjects erent of 
Grade subject word T.·~i s-Mis- !lis-
word Level Eng. Geog. Hi st. spelled spls. spellings 
something 4 2 1 2 2 
southern 4 5 1 4 5 
special 6 1 1 1 1 
spent 4 1 1 2 1 2 
square 5 2 1 2 2 
squirrels 4 1 1 1 1 
stand " 1 1 1 1 v 
standing 3 1 1 1 1 
stayed 3 1 1 2 2 2 
still "' 1 1 1 1 v 
stomach 6 2 1 1 2 
stood 4 3 1 3 3 
store 2 2 1 2 2 
studied 6 1 2 2 3 "' v 
studies 6 7 1 2 7 8 
succeeded 5 7 1 2 7 
success 5 5 1 2 5 
such. 2 1 1 1 1 
sum 3 1 1 1 1 
swmner 2 1 1 2 2 2 
summers 2 1 1 1 1 
,, 
supplies 5 2 1 2 2 
supply 5 1 - - 1 1 l =·~:----~----
'I I, 
!' 
il 
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~i ~=,~-=-~,---=--- " TA3LE X (continued) 
~To.Times 'No.of 
word was No. Dif.f- 'Total No. 
l\;issl'elled SUbjects erent of 
Grade Subject word ~{i s-1\~is- 1-:i s-
' -~ Level Eng.Geog.Hist.spelled spls. spellings 
sup yo sed 5 8 1 2 7 9 
sure 4 1 1 2 2 2 
surprise 5 1 1 2 1 ? 
: swimming 5 4 1 2 4 
talking 3 1 1 1 1 
teacher 3 1 l 1 1 
than 2 4 2 2 2 6 
that 2 7 l 1 7 
,, the 1 1 1 2 1 2 
their 4 27 10 15 3 6 52 
t..':tem 2 1 1 1 1 
then 2 9 1 2 2 10 
there 2 36 10 20 3 3 66 
there•re 4 1 1 1 1 
these 2 1 1 1 1 
they 3 25 5 8 3 1 38 
they're 3 1 1 5 3 2 7 
thirLl;: 0 3 1 2 1 4 
third 2 4 l 3 4 
thirds 2 3 1 2 3 
this 2 1 1 1 1 
thousand 5 1 1 1 1 
-'-1r 
:; 
1: 
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TABLE X (continued) 
No.Times 'No,of 
word Was No. Diff- 'Total No. 
lviissvelled subjects 8rent of 
n ' Grade SubJect word 1Tis- Mis- t7is-
'Jiford Level Eng. Geog, Hist, sDelled spls. spellings 
thrGn 2 2 2 2 .., 4 v 
threw 4 5 1 4 5 
through 6 14 2 5 3 4 21 
tied ;:; 1 1 1 1 
time 2 l l 1 1 
to 2 4 1 2 2 5 
told 2 2 1 1 2 
tomorrow 4 1 1 1 1 
took 2 2 1 2 2 
travel 4 1 1 1 1 
traveling 4 1 2 2 2 :5 
travels 4 4 1 1 4 
trees 2 1 1 2 1 2 
trials 2 2 1 1 2 
truly 5 9 1 3 g 
try 2 1 1 1 l 
two 2 g 1 2 2 10 
ugly 3 4 1 4 4 
uncle 4 2 1 2 2 
uncles 4 1 1 1 1 
until 4 8 1 3 8 
unusual 5 1 1 1 1 
: 
-------- --
·- --
-----· 1:-
II ,, 
•i, w 
.. 
!'ABLE X (c<:>ntinued) 
No.Times No.of 
word Was No. Diff- Total No. 
Kisspelled .Subject:' erent of 
11rade Subject word JUs- J,·7i s- , .. l'.lS-
Word Level ]!1.8• Geog.Jfist. spelled spls. spellings 
upon 4 1 1 1 1 
us 2 1 1 1 1 
use 2 1 1 1 1 
used 2 1 1 1 l 
usually 6 2 1 2 3 "' v 
V0.Cat.ion 5 7 1 5 7 
valley 5 1 4 1 3 2 6 
valuable 6 2 4 2 3 6 
various 6 1 l 1 1 
vegetables 5 1 2 2 3 :3 
vill9.ges G 1 1 1 1 
visit 4 7 1 2 7 
! visitine 4 3 1 3 3 
wait 4 3 1 2 3 
waiting 4 1 1 1 1 
want 4 1 1 1 1 
wants 4 2 1 1 2 
was 1 1 1 1 1 
wasn't "" 1 v 1 1 1 
water 3 3 1 
., ., 
v v 
waters 3 1 1 1 1 
we 2 1 1 1 1 
~----·-· i! tt - .. 
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TABLE X (continued) 
No.1'ir11es No.of 
word Was No. Diff- Tot8.1 No. 
J.Ti s c1pelled Subjects erent of 
Grade subject word 1\~i s- I~-:i s- r-~i s-
~ Level Ens. Geog. Hist. s~Jell·3d spls. spelUngs 
wealthier 6 2 1 l 2 
wealthy 6 1 2 2 ;) ., .... 
weather 5 1 1 l 1 
\~leek 3 2 1 l 2 
well 2 1 1 1 1 
went 2 15 1 4 15 
! were 3 3 3 2 3 6 
weren't 3 1 5 2 1 ~ 0 
when 2 4 1 2 4 
where "' 12 9 4 3 2 25 .... 
whether 6 3 1 2 2 4 
which 4 3 2 1 3 1 6 
while 4 2 J. "' 3 2 v 
whole 4 1 1 :? 1 2 
wild 3 1 1 l 1 
window 2 1 l l l 
windows 2 "' 1 1 
.. 
.... 
v 
wish 3 5 1 2 5 
with 2 6 1 2 6 
wonderful 5 1 1 2 2 2 
word 2 :? 1 2 2 
work 2 1 1 2 1 2 
------
dr ... 
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TABLE X (concluded) 
No,Times No,of 
word Was No. Diff- Total No. 
J.:i s SIJelled Subjects erent of 
Grade SUbject word 1\Us- Mis- Mis-
'Word Level Eng, Geog. Hist. spelled sp1s. '3pell Ll(~S 
working 2 1 1 1 1 
workmen 2 1 1 1 1 
works 2 1 1 1 1 
world 4 3 1 1 3 
would 3 1 6 2 4 7 
wouldn't 3 2 1 2 2 
write "' 3 1 2 3 v 
writing 4 7 1 3 7 
wrong 5 5 1 3 5 
years 2 1 1 2 1 2 
,, 
j! 
, 
80 
:: ·-
Tttble X is an ans_l.;rE!is of the total number of' 
t:l"lsspelled lNOr•cls '.JrE:viouslv . . . tave;ht. 
in eaci.l subject, tht; total number of subjects in '!!hich 
tl1_ia:s_;_:·':·ll:t:n.zs, B.nd tile total number of wls."-~llelltn~s. 
- -- ---- . ,~ _ _.:: _ _-:__:____-__ _::-:_ _______ ---'---· . .;;:_- -· --------
CH·\PTc;;R V 
compile,, tabulatFc, and analyze a list of spellinc •n'rors 
from all the •nri tten work of fifty-six "mld ls :i.n two sixth 
grade A for a perioc~ of eight weeks. 
Summarv.-- The following result8 CRn lJ;e r:onclude,~ from 
the R.DA_lysis of dr1ta: 
text of wor·Cls misspelled by 56 si>eth grade "'upils. 
Grade four shows the greatest number of different 
missp6lled words. 
2. Table I indicates that there are more supplementary 
v1ords missp.slle.~ than the total number of 
misspellings of tlJe words that h:~d been previously 
3. Thrt-;e hundre'.-l one words of hig}Jest frecpH:o,nc:y· v.rere 
used for analysis in Table IX. The :fre-~uency of 
misspellin~s for these 301 worcls ranE.ecl fJ"Om 81 
errors to 5 errors per word. 
4. The tot·cl number of different worc(s misspelled in 
·,FrittE:n n~aterial in various subj(-;Ct matter fields 
is shov·n in 'ra ble II. 
81. 
82 
5. T" ble III si1ows the totc;l nup;bc,r of mis S!)ellin:'Cs in 
each subject. 
6. Table IV shov1s the total number of SU!lplement,,ry 
1:vords rnis"?llPllt:;d in comparison to wor·ds ~)reviously 
taue;ht. Sixty-four percent of all misspelline;s were 
7. The tot>~l number of supplcment,ry EnGlish words 
misspelled in comyarison to En<·,lish '''Jords previously 
taught is sho,vn in Table V. Fifty-nine percent of 
all misspellings in English -:.-ere supplemen b~ry words • 
.. ~ 1\)J'ds rni..~.S£'le11Pd in nompa.rtson t:o Geo~~r··-1.phy 1vor•ds 
previously taught. There were seventJ-flv<e 1vo;r~;ent 
9. The tot,,l number of supplement •ry HistOY',Y Nor,ls 
tauc;ht is shovm in Table VII. Of all tlw '".tssl>ellerl 
10. ~1e arade ulacement in snelling list of words ~ <..J ... ... '-' 
••·isspelled i~ various subjects appears in Table VIII. 
This t~:)_ble shows that the ln.r·g~:-.st nu11bE:r o.f 
bir~)l,~st nur11ber of error::> i.n \Mt)r,:ls th~"'t hAd b2en 
_previolJ sl;y G-·~n ~ht occurre._-_; at the nec~.1nd and fourth 
.srade levels. This indicH.tes th<-'t rnore op~lOl''tunities 
to use these new words is needed. 
11. Table IX shows the types of errors most prevalent 
in the 301 words most frerp1•c,ntly misspelled by the 
56 pupils. There were 106 Arrors of omission, 
G9 err,)rs of substitution, se phonetlc err-or·s, 31-i 
err·ors of R.ddition, ~-l_nd 30 e:r-ro·1·s of tr,onsposition. 
lZ. Spelling errors occur fre•l uently in s-cll'PlHnentcn•y 
words. 
COIJi.ed from th•e blackboard. 
Conclusions.-- The following '-"•nclusion.s and 
implications can be dr-own from this study: 
1. There is a definite need for 1_ndivld1Fc1 >:md class 
supplem~11t·~ry spelJ.ing lists. 
2. Chil6.ren shou.lcl be given op~)ortu.nit.y fop frec1uent 
nse of SIJ.])plemt:~nt::n•~r '.,·,rorcls :tn written '~.rork. 
3. Spelling errors do not decrease with increased us~ge 
but erPors IJerslst either in the samH or differ<ent 
forms. The corl'ectlon of th•e initial err·ors :tn 
or•der to prevent the constH,_t r.epetlt:ton of tr1is 
er_eor and tl:1~..: nse of indi vi(:Jn.al su:Jplem[-')nt,;ry lt sts 
by thp pur,ils will Rid in decreasing spellin~ FJrrors. 
4. The words in the s')elling list do not acleouatPlv meet 
- .... ' - "' 
5. There is littl<, trrmsfer from words that have been 
pr·eviously t·w;:)lt to the use of thAsH words in 
written work. 
6. There is nteed for a careful study of spelline; methods 
in order to provide sufficient trqnsfer of the 
pupil 1 s spelling vocr1bulary to llis writing. 
7. An an•,,lysis of the most fre•f<Hmt errors :i.n tb" '¥ords 
of hi?;hest freruency showed thRt the greB.test number 
of errors wAre errors of omission Rnd substitution. 
C'L\PTER VI 
'JTJ1GES'T'IONS FOR FUR'T'c:-,~R STlmY 
1. Carry on tl-lis study with three groups of selected 
pupil-'3, one group with above t~_verage I.Q., the second 
r:;roup ;vi th aver"<t£e I.Q., and the third group with below 
aver-'<.ge I .Q., to determine whether or not «pel ling 
errors are influAnced by intelligence. 
2. Compare the spAlling needs of children in the same 
grade in different localities. 
3. Comrare and study the spelling errors of tv-·o grou:~)S of 
cllildren, one group using SUJ:llllementary spelling lists 
and the other grotlp using a basic spelling text to 
determine which sroup has the lowest percent·1 1~e of errors 
and if the supplementory word list is of grAHter value 
th:m a basic spelling text. 
4. Ce.rry on a sirr-ilaP 8tudy with "- group of boys ·md a 
group of girls to determine if they both malce the '"''me 
number and type of errors. 
5. Carry on ., similar study for several years in the s:<me 
srqde and locality to obtain " basic supplAmPnt.nry Ji.st. 
fi, Give e. spelling tfe'3t cont&in:!.n[£ the words thHt had 
been taught in the previous grade, to several different 
schools in the S•Jme system to find the percentage of 
:! 
carrJ-over from grade to grade. 
7. Carry on " similar study with two groups of children, 
one f'r·om English spe8king homes and one from non-
"Snslish spe8king homes, to determtne whether or not 
spelling errors are influenced by lcm8URI';B background. 
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APPENDIX 
H2 
Tabulation of Spe11ine Errors 
fio. '111men ?.'ord 
V:aa I.t!aeoolled No. 
_.,.... et .._. 
SUbjects Total No. 
G%-ade SUbject r..rord Mie-
~'.'oro Level ~· 'llioi• 'fhat. Mieepelled ,!P.Qlled __ '"'ltl ...... :llll~ -- f!4 ':u;;; '"·· --
a 1 l ~- 1 
Abraham s l 1 
nbbreviations s 2 1 2 
about 2 l 1 1 
absence 6 3 1 3 
ahsent 4 1 1 1 
abundant s 2 1 2 
accept 6 1 1 1 
accident 6 6 1 6 
1-l.CCident~l ly s 1 J. 1 
a.ccompaniPd , .g ?- 1 7; ,_, 
account s 1 1 1 
ache 5 1 1 1 
acre 5 1 1 1 
across 3 1 1 2 2 
ac ttve s 1 l 1 
add 2 1 1 1 
auditionn1 s 2 1 2 
address s 2 1 2 
addl~essed s 1 l 1 
uo~ Timoa Wor-d 
v:al! Missnslled No .. 
5-llbjecta Total Roo 
G:rade Snbjoct f!oY-d Mia .. 
Wo!'C! ~vel ElJ.(T ~ CJOO~:t st., !,!,a spell~ .!&~]}ed _ 
-
-~ 
adjective 6 3 1 3 
adore s ? 1 7 
Adriatic s 25 1 25 
advantage 6 3 1 3 
advantages 6 1 1 1 
adventure s 2 1 2 
,:lQVArb s 4 1 4 
advertised s 5 1 5 
advert sement s 2 1 2 
affACt s 1 1 1 
affected s 5 1 5 
afford s 1 1 1 
afraid 4 4 1 4 
after 2 2 1 2 
Africa s 1 1 1 
Afrlcan s 1 1 1 
again 3 5 1 2 6 
against 5 1 1 1 
ages 2 3 1 3 
agree s 1 1 1 
agreeable 6 7 1 7 
94 
No. Times Word 
VJeut Jt1&8;E!lled; lio. 
Subjects Total Wo. 
<lre.cle ;bJeot l''ol'd 'Mia• Word L!\VGl ~· lJtioi; !let_:, 'M1aepttlle4 &Jl.!lled 
- --
agreed s 2 1 2 
agreement s 1 1 1 
aertcultural s 10 1 10 
airplane 5 3 16 2 19 
' 
niT'planes 5 1 1 2 2 
Albania s 8 1 8 
alcohol s ] 1 1 
a lliance s 2 1 ~ 
Alliances s 5 ] f) 
a111.ed s 2 1 2 
Hllies s 2 1 :? 
allowed 4 1 1 1 
all rie;ht 6 1 1 1 
s 1 1 1 
3 2 1 :? 
s 2 1 9 
4 1 1 J 
::~ l ready 5 1 l 1 
altar s 1 1 1 
although 5 4 4 ? 8 
rtluminum 6 9 1 g 
95 
No. Times W01~ 
v.:aa !i188E;!lled Noo 
SUbjects Total 'floo 
Grad6 Sub~&ct Wo1'4 Vis-
Wol"'d Level ~~· 'tfeO& • 1i1a:!?.:, Ni.sapelled ,!R!lltld -
- -
.. , . ._. 
always 4 1 1 2 2 
aii1bulRnce s J. 1 1 
amendment s 38 1 38 
American s ?. 4 2 6 
ammunition s 10 1 10 
am one 4 ? 1 ? 
amusements s 4 1 4 
an 1 6 4 6 3 16 
ancient s 2 1 2 
and 1 31 7 4 3 42 
animal 4 1 2 2 3 
animals 4 2 4 2 6 
annexed s 1 1 1 
annual s 1 1 1 
another 4 ? 2 4 
Ant~rctic s 4 1 4 
anxious 6 7 1 7 
any ?. 1 1 1 
::1.nyhooy s 1 1 1 
anythivg 4 3 1 ;>; 
A-nywhere s 1 1 1 
No. 'HJDea Word 
v:aa lt1a~2!11'~ No. 
SUbjects Total Wo. 
Grade SUbJect Wol."Ci Uis-
Wor Level !Me tl!os.~st: Mtaepel.led ,&li!lled _ 
-
.t\pennine s 7 1 7 
Apennines s 16 1 1 6 
apol ogetically s 1 1 1 
apol ogize s 4 1 4 
apostrophe n 1 3 J l :S 
A~:!)A ] achian s 2 1 ? 
appear ed s 1 1 1 
Hppetite 6 14 1 1 4 
apnl es 3 1 1 1 
application 6 9 1 9 
appreciate s 1 1 1 
appreciated s 1 1 1 
Arabs s 1 1 1 
Arctic s 11 1 11 
are 1 3 1 2 4 
area s 2 1 ? 
argument s 1 ) 1 
arlthmetic 5 2 1 ? 
armies s 1 1 1 
arms 2 1 1 1 
Armistice s 1 1 1 
No. T1mos rJord 
!:.,U lU.see!l~ed Bo. 
SUbject& Total No. 
Grado SUbJect 1'!0%'4 'Mis-
V/orcl Level ~~ ~a •. J41at~ M1aapell~ a»elled 
-
... . .... 
army s 4 1 ~ 
around 4 1 1 2 2 
arrival s 1 1 1 
arrive s 1 1 1 
arrived s 1 1 1 
article s 2 1 2 
as 2 5 3 2 8 
Asia 5 3 1 3 
ask 2 10 1 10 
asl.cs 2 1 1 1 
assemb1ing s 1 1 1 
assure s 1 1 J. 
asthma s 2 l 2 
at 1 3 1 2 5 
Athens s 5 1 5 
.qttack s 1 1 1 
attacked s 1 1 1 
,:1 t tP.mpted s 4 1 1 1 
attP.ndant s 1 1 1 
1:1ttention 6 2 1 ?. 
attic s 1 1 1 
No. Times Word 
v:aa ru.se~lle! No .. 
SUbjects Total No. Grado SUbJect V.'ord l41s-
v:ord ~vel !EM• <leog. iha~! Misspelled .a.P.!lle,C!_ .. 
----
August 4 2 1 ? 
Austr1.a s 1 1 1 
t Austrian s 1 1 1 
author s 2 2 2 4 
authors s 8 J 8 
f:lutobjography s 2 1 2 
automob11A 4 1 25 ? 26 
automobiles 4 5 1 5 
autumn 6 1 1 1 
average s 1 1 1 
aviator s 1 1 1 
awf11l 5 l 1 1 
awh:tle 4 1 1 1 
be.~k s 1 1 1 
backwards~ 5 1 1 1 
badly s 1 1 1 
Baghdad s 5 1 5 
Balkan s 6 1 6 
balloon s 1 1 1 
h~lloons s 1.0 1 10 
balls 2 1 1 1 
No. Times Word 
v:aa .~s.sE!lled No. 
SUbjects Total lfo. Grade SabJoo·t Wol'd Mia .. 
\"lord ~vel ~. 5os. ~st . 'Misspelled .a~l~eL_ 
- w " - ---
&lrcelona s 5 1 5 
bare 3 ? 1 2 
barely s 1 1 1 
bar gaining 6 20 1 20 
bargains 6 1 1 1 
baT'lPy s 7 1 7 
bRr'Y'el 4 1 1 1 
Basel s 3 1 3 
ba seman s 2 1 2 
bath 3 ? 1 2 
bathrobe s l 1 1 
bauxite s 1 1 1 
Bavaria. s 4 1 4 
be 1 1 1 1 
beach s 1 1 1 
bear 2 1 1 1 
beqrings s 21 1 21 
beat 3 1 1 1 
beautiful 5 7 7 2 14 
because 4 2 1 2 3 
been 2 1 1 1 
llo. Times Word 
v:a.a M1ea~lled 
~ade SubJoct 
V•'ord Level ~o ¥0..1..- 1hs~.! 
-
• 
-
before s 1 3 
began 3 1 1 
beginning 5 2 4 
begin 3 3 
behav:toT' s 1 
behind 4 2 
beine s 6 
Bele1urn s 1 
1 Belg1ums s 1 
Be1er~:viP s 6 
believe 5+6 3 J. 
benefit s 3 
Benjawin s 1 
Berlin s 4 
beside::J 4 1 
beyond s 1 
bicyc1P 6 2 
big ~ 1 
biee6T' s 1 1 
Biscay s 1 
bit 0 4 
No. 
Subjects Total Roo 
v.rord Nis-
Miss~!!.!! .,qelled _ 
2 
2 
? 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
4 
2 
7 
3 
1 
2 
6 
1 
1 
6 
4 
3 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
~ 
1 
4 
... 
b fen UnrYm;rty 
, School of Eiucauon 
~ Ubrary 
. 100 
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llo. Times Word 
v:aa Miee;eelled; No. 
SUbjects Total No. 
Grade SUbJect Word Mia .. 
v:oro Level F;n&e lleog. !hat,. Mia spell~ Jl,i!lled_ 
- -
..... 
bites 3 1 1 1 
hjtumiPOUI'I s 1 1 1 
blame s 1 1 1 
blamed s 1 1 1 
blames s 1 1 1 
blockaded s 3 1 3 
bloody s 1 l 1 
blow s 1 1 1 
blue 2 4 1 4 
board s 2 1 ? 
boards s 1 1 1 
boardwalk s 1 1 1 
Bohemia s 1 1 1 
BohemiA.n s 1 1 1 
Boliv1H s 1 1 1 
·Bolivar s 3 1 3 
bonfire s 3 1 3 
books 2 1 1 1 
border s 1 4 2 5 
bordered s 12 1 12 
bordering s 2 1 2 
t-ro. Times ~ord 
v:ao M1s~;eelled No. 
·- SUbjects Totel No. 
Grade Subject V·'Ord llis .. 
V:ord Level ~~ ~oj. !#stt latta spell~ .~.R.~ll;od 
-
borderland s 1 1 1 
bor>ders s 8 1 8 
born s 3 1 3 
horrowing s 1 1 1 
Bosporous s 2 1 2 
Boston s 1 1 l 
both 2 1 1 1 
bottom s 1 1 1 
bought s ~ 5 2 7 
bonndaries s 4 1 4 
boundary s 3 2 2 5 
boundless s 2 1 2 
bounds s 7 1 7 
bouquet s 1 1 1 
bow s 1 1 1 
bravely s 1 1 1 
break s 2 1 2 3 
breal<ers s 8 1 8 
breaks s 3 1 3 
breakwaters s 1 1 1 
Bremen s 22 1 22 
No. '1'1me• t':ol'd 
v:aa MiaaR!ll~ Ho. 
Sabjecta Total Ho. 
Grade SUbJect f.'ord Mie ... 
Word Level !f:!lg. dios. llst •. M1asP!lled aR!lled 
-
brief 6 2 1 2 
bring1ng 2 1 1 1 
Britain s 1 9 55 3 65 
broke 3 1 1 l 
brothel" 3 4 1 4 
brothers 3 1 1 1 
bronchitis s 1 1 1 
brought s 4 5 5 3 14 
bronze s 1 1 1 
bruised 5 l 1 1 
bubbles s 1 1 1 
Bucharest s 5 1 5 
bucl{et s 2 1 2 
Budapest s 1 l 1 
build 5 4 2 2 6 
building 5 1 3 2 4 
buildings 5 1 1 1 
built s 2 1 8 3 11 
Bu1gar1a s 4 1 4 
buried 5 2 1 2 
burn 2 3 1 3 
No. Tblea f.'ord 
v:as Misspelled Uo. 
SUbjects Total Wo. 
Grado SubJect Word 'Mis .. 
Wori Lavel ~· lleOs. tb.at •. Mia spelled DRelled 
--
burned 2 1 1 1 
burning 2 1 1 1 
business 5 4 3 1 3 8 
hut toned 4 1 1 1 
buy 2 2 1 4 3 7 
by 1 5 2 2 7 
Cairo s 1 5 9 6 
California s 1 1 1 
calls 2 1 1 1 
Calvery s 1 1 1 
Cambringe s 4 2 2 6 
came 2 1 1 1 
cameras s 3 1 3 
campfire s 1 1 1 
Canada s 1 1 1 
canal s 5 1 3 2 18 
canalfl s 5 1 ?. 6 
canoe s 2 1 2 
canoes s 1 1 1 
cannons s 1 1 1 
can ' t 3 1 1 1 
:105 
no. T1llles Word 
V:atJ N1ssoolled No . 
SUbjects Total Wo. 
Grado SubJect V10M l41s-
Word L&vel !:16, m;oB• tltat . Misspelled 8,2f!lled. 
- --
capital 5 3 1 2 4 
careoes s 1 1 1 
carriage 5 1 1 1 
carry 2 3 1 3 
carrying 2 4 l? 2 16 
catal oeue 6 1 1 1 
catch 3 6 2 ? 3 10 
catches 3 7 1 7 
catchine 3 3 1 3 
caueht .11.+ 5 3 1 ? 4 
caused s ~ 1 2 
causes s 3 1 3 
cau sing s 1 1 1 
cautiously 6 1 1 1 
cellar 4 3 1 3 
cem~"tery s 3 1 3 
central s 9 13 2 ?2 
centrally s 1 1 1 
certain 6 7 1 7 
c ertainl y 5 1 1 1 
cha llenging s 1 1 1 
1116 
l'fo . Times Word 
v:ae bliSSP.!lled No. 
SUbJects Total No. 
Grade Sub~eet f.'ord M1& .. 
Worcl Lovel Enso &>Oa. list . M1.aepelled &,i!lled 
chance s 1 1 1 
cha nee 4 1 1 1 
chane;ed 4 4 1 2 5 
character 6 1 1 1 
characters 6 5 1 5 
cha rge s 3 1 3 
charities s 1 1 1 
.¢harles s 1 1 1 
cheaper s 1 1 1 
cheek s 1 1 1 
cheese s 2 1 2 
Cherbourg s 3 1 3 
Chicago s 1 1 1 
chief s 3 1 3 
chiefs s 10 1 10 
china s 1 1 1 
China s 1 1 1 
Chine se s 5 1 2 6 
chipmunks s 2 1 2 
chocolate s 3 1 3 
choir s 1 1 1 
:107 
No . "Time a Word 
v:ao M1asoelled No .. 
Subjects Total lioo 
Grade SUbJect v.rord M18 .. 
V:C'rd Lovel !':!6· oeos. Ria~. M1aspelled •Rell~ _ 
-....---"* 
chosen s 1 1 1 
Christ s 1 1 1 
Christians s 3 1 3 
chromite s 1 1 1 
church 3 1 1 1 
citizen 6 1 1 1 
cities 5 1 1 2 2 
citrus s 9 1 9 
Civil s 8 1 8 
class s 1 1 2 2 
clearing s 1 1 1 
climate s 1 2 2 3 
climbed 4 1 1 1 
climbing 4 1 1 1 
closest s 1 1 1 
clothes s 12 2 2 14 
coarse s 2 1 2 
coast s 1 5 2 6 
coastal s 2 1 2 
coaster s 1 1 1 
coasting s 4 1 4 
1R8 
tro. Times l'.'ord 
v:aa M18SJ2!lled No . 
SUbject s Total No. Grade SUbJect \':ford Mia-
v:ord Level lf:!;g4 Cf!oi. Yiiet,. M1SSJX!ll6!! :I.Jl!llec;i 
-
•arm a,. .. 
. 
coking s 2 1 2 
cold 2 1 1 2 2 
Cologne s 4 1 4 
collect s 1 1 1 
col l ec tive s 5 1 5 
college 6 1 6 2 7 
Colonel 6 3 1 3 
colonies s 3 1 3 
color 4 2 1 2 
colored 4 1 1 1 
colors 4 1 1 1 
colorful s 1 1 1 
combed 4 1 1 1 
comedians s 1 1 1 
comic s 5 1 5 
coming 4 1 2 2 2 14 
connnand s 2 1 2 
Commander s 1 1 1 
conunands s 1 1 1 
c'1mrn erc i a1 s 7 2 37 
commits s 1 1 1 
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No. T1moa Word 
v:aa 111Se1f!lled No. 
SUbjects Total Wo. 
arad& SUbJect f.'ol"d tu.s-\ .. ord Level Eng. iieOs. Hiet. r.t;aa2elle4 SJ!Ol_l~ 
committed s 3 1 3 
common s 2 1 2 
c ommoner s 2 1 2 
communion s 2 1 2 
companion s 1 2 1 1 2 
company 5 3 1 2 4 
company ' s 5 3 1 3 
compared s 7 1 7 
c ompetition s 1 1 1 
complete s 2 1 2 
conceited s 1 1 1 
condensed s 2 1 2 
condition s 2 1 2 
conditions s 9 1 9 
conductor s 22 1 22 
conference s 1 1 1 
confirm s 1 1 1 
congress s 1 1 1 
conjunction s 2 1 2 
connects s 5 1 5 
conquered 6 2 2 2 4 
tfo 
!To. T1mea Word 
v:aa Misspsl led No. 
SUbjects Total No. 
Grade SUbJect Word Mia-
Vlo-'~ Level ~· tleos. liat. M1ee2!l~ed .~Jl!lle~ 
considered 6 2 1 2 
console s 1 1 1 
constant s 1 1 1 
constitution s 3 2 2 5 
constitutional s 1 1 1 
continent 5 1 1 2 2 
continents 5 1 1 1 
continued s 1 2 
c-onvenience s 2 1 2 
conveni ent s 1 1 1 
convinced 6 5 1 5 
copper s 2 1 2 
copyright s 7 1 7 
corner 4 2 1 ? 
corporation s 5 1 5 
corporR.tions s 4 1 4 
Corsica s 1 1 1 
cost 3 1 1 1 
cottage s 7 1 7 
cotton s 2 1 2 
could 3 1 1 1 
:111. 
--~-=-
!-To . Times Word 
v:ao fUSSE!lled No4 
Ul.,ado 
SUbjents Total Ifo., 
SubJect V.'ol"d M1s-
V/orci Level Eng. !!§a. IJ!.et~ llf1aspell,ed aR!llad 
---
couldn't s 4 1 4 
countries s 3 4 2 7 
country s 1 3 2 4 
couple 6 1 1 1 
cour se s 4 1 2 5 
cousin s 2 1 2 
cousins s 6 1 6 
covered 4 1 1 1 
crabs s 1 1 1 
cradle s 1 1 1 
cranberrys s 1 1 1 
crawl s J 1 1 
crawled s 1 1 1 
cra zy s 1 1 1 
cre~=.~. ted s 2 1 2 
credit s 2 1 2 
cried s 1 1 1 
criminal s 1 1 1 
crops s 1 1 1 
crossroads s 1 1 1 
crowd s 1 1 
. 112 
uo. Times ~'ord 
v: IJ Miseoellod No. 
Subjects Total No. 
Grade SubJect \':ord Uia-
Word Level :g. CJeog. tHat. M1s:Jpelled opel led 
- -
crowded s 16 12 3 3 31 
crying s 1 1 1 
cultivated 6 1 1 1 
cultivation s 1 1 1 
customer s 1 1 1 
customs s 1 1 1 
cute s 1 1 1 
cutlery s 5 1 5 
cutting s 1 1 1 
Czechoslovakia s 23 1 2 24 
Czar s 1 1 1 
dairy s 1 1 1 
dairying s 4 1 4 
damaging 5 1 1 1 
dancing s 3 1 3 
dangerous 5 5 1 5 
Danube s 9 1 9 
DardAnelles s 3 1 3 
daughtAr 5 2 1 2 
death s 1 1 1 
December 3 1 1 1 
j_j 3 
Uo. Times Word 
~'!>~ ,Mies,e,lled lfo. 
Subjects Total rloo 
Grado SubJect f.'ord Mis-
v:ord wvel ~· aeos• lliat • Mlea~ll!,<! .~.Rel16d 
-----
decent s 1 1 1 
decide 6 1 2 2 3 
decided 6 4 ? 2 6 
decimlils s 1 1 1 
decision 6 15 1 15 
declarative 6 2 1 2 
declared s 1 1 1 1 
decorated s 1 1 1 
defeat s 1 1 1 1 
defended s 1 1 1 
defense s 1 1 1 
demanded s 1 4 2 5 
DenmA.rk s 1 1 1 
densely s 21 1 21 
depqrtment s 16 1 16 
dep.qrture s 1 1 1 
depend s 2 1 2 
depended s 2 1 2 
dependent s 2 1 2 
depending s 1 1 1 
deposi t s s 2 1 2 
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Uo. Times Word 
v:as ,rUssEe.lled no . 
SU~ecta Total Ro. 
Graa.~ SUbJect V'o M1s-
v:orti Level Eng. deog. 'Bs.et. J.11aai!llod BR!lled ·-
-
descent s 4 1 4 
describe 6 1 2 2 3 
describes 6 21 1 21 
description s 2 1 2 
desert s 1 4 2 5 
desperate s 1 1 1 
destroy 6 1 1 1 
destroyed 6 1 1 1 
destroying s 3 1 3 
Detroit s 2 1 2 
developed s 8 1 8 
devPlopment s 4 1 4 
develoynnents s 1 1 1 
didn ' t 4 1 1 1 
die s 1 1 1 
died 4 1 1 1 1 
difference 6 4 1 2 5 
differP-nt 5 1 1 2 2 
difficulties s 3 1 3 
digg ng s 3 1 :z, 
d·teni ty s 1 1 1 
:1_15 
No. Times -r:ord 
v:!lo Miss£!lled No. 
Subjects Total No. Grade SUbjecfu. V.'ord Mia-
v.·ord Lovel I<~ • ~~. at.!. M1ss~lled 
.12'lled . 
-
direction 5 1 1 1 
dirt s 1 1 1 
discharged s 1 1 1 
discovered s 2 2 2 4 
discuss s 1 1 1 
diseA.~e s 3 1 2 4 
diseBses s 1 4 2 5 
dishes 3 1 1 1 
disobe<H~nce 6 4 1 4 
disnbey s 2 1 2 
displayAd s 1 1 1 
district s 3 1 3 
dtstrlc.-ts s 1 1 1 
ditChPS s ] 1 1 
d.1ve s l 1 1 
di via eel 5 1 1 2 2 
dividing s 9 1 9 
doctors 4 1 1 1 
Doctrine s 4 1 4 
dodge s 1 ] 1 
dodgPbs:~11 s l 1 1 
No. Timea Word 
v:aa N181!1,2!lled. No . 
SUbjeota Total No., 
Grade SubJect \\'ord Mia-
Word Level l!.:pa. &Oa. B!at~ .MlaaR!lled '?Relled ... 
-
does 3 1 3 2 4 
doesn 't 4 2 1 2 3 
dog 1 1 1 1 
done 2 1 1 1 
dOW11 2 1 1 J 
rJo1Amtown s 1 1 ] 
drs:~gs 3 6 1 6 
drs:~gged s 1 1 1 
dreAry s 2 1 2 
drop!)ed s ? 3 2 5 
dlJll ~ 1 1 1 
dungarees s 1 1 1 
during 6 1 1 1 
dying s 1 1 2 ? 
e~a.ger s 2 1 2 
e~e;erly s l 1 1 
eagle s 5 1 5 
e Rrly 4 :t 1 1 
Aar1ier 5 2 1 ? 
earning 4 1 1 l 
e .-=~-rr1 ng s 1 1 J 
:117 
llo. T1mea Word 
v:as MiseEelled No. 
SUbjects Total Noe 
Gra<:le SUbJect \1rord Mis-
V:ord Level ~· lJeOa. lliat. M1seeellecl .'!i!lled ..... 
eflsier s 4 1 4 
eastermno~t s 11 1 11 
f;last?.rard s 1 1 1 
Ed1 son s 4 1 4 
POi. tiO'Y\ s 1 1 1 
Edward s 3 1 3 
Egypt s 2 1 2 
Egyptians s 1 8 2 9 
eight 3 1 1 1 
eighty s 1 1 1 
either 4 2 1 2 
elect s 1 1 1 
elephants s 1 1 1 
eleven 4 2 1 2 
elocution s 1 1 1 
elVPS s 2 1 ::> 
Emperor s 1 2 1 12 
employee s 1 1 1 
empl oyees s 5 1 5 
employer s 4 1 4 
employers s 1 J. 1 
!-To. '1'1mea Word 
v:as Mias~lled t~o. 
SUbjects Total No. 
Grade SUbJect f.'ord Mia .. 
"!10rd LE-vel EJ;l_g .. Geog. 111et. Misspelled .a,eelled 
. -
embroidered s 3 1 3 
emergency s 1 1 1 
empi.:re s 1 1 1 
encourR.e;P 6 4 1 4 
enclose s 2 1 2 
enclosing s 2 1 2 
ends 3 1 1 1 
enemies s 2 1 2 
Anemy s 1 l 1 
engine s 1 ] l 
English s J 1 1 
enough 5 10 1 5 3 16 
enl"1.ching s 1 1 1 
entered s 1 1 1 
entirely s 2 1 :? 
envelop~'>s s 2 1 ? 
e!'lisode s 1 J 1 
eqn:i rmPnt s 1 1 1 
equipped s 3 1 2 4 
errand 5 1 1 l 
el"rors 5 3 1 3 
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llo. Tblea Word 
v:aa .lfls~eelled No . 
SUbjects Total Noo 
tlrade SubJect V-Tord M1s-
v;ord Lovel J?ng. oeos. fi1at = Mis spelled _:Jge~~-ed _ 
--
especially 6 8 1 2 9 
estuary s 4 1 4 
Eurasia s 1 1 1 
Eu.Tor>e s 3 ] 2 4 
"Ruropean s 1 ~ 2 3 
evening 5 7 J 7 
eveJ> 3 1 1 1 
everything s 7 1 7 
everywhere s 1 1 1 
evidence s 1 1 1 
evil s 2 ] ~ 
exactly 6 l 1 1 
examination 6 11 1 11 
excellent s 6 1 6 
except s 5 1 2 3 8 
excAption s 1 1 1 
excitement s 3 10 2 13 
excited s 2 1 2 
exciting s 4 1 4 
exclRmatory s 2 1 2 
exhibit s 5 1 5 
120 
Ho. Timee Word 
v:ao N1sa~lled No .. 
SUbjects Tote.l No. 
Grade &lbJect V:'ord M1s-
V:o'l"d Level ~· g!oj. hat. Nl~agelled SJ?21led __ ·~ 
exhibition s 29 1 29 
expert 5 ] 1 1 
expenses 5 9 1 g 
expensive s 2 1 2 
explained s 6 1 6 
explore s 1 1 1 
explorers s 1 1 1 II 
exports s 2 1 2 I 
expresses s 2 1 2 
extend s 1 1 1 
extended s 1 1 1 
extra s 1 1 1 
eyes 2 1 1 1 
factories 6 3 1 3 
factory 6 2 1 2 
faint s 1 1 1 
fam1 Jy 4 4 1 4 
families 4 5 1 5 
frrnous 5 1 1 1 
farmer s 2 3 2 5 
farmers s 1 1 1 
. 12.1 
Iro. T1mes f.'ord 
v:aa MiseR_!lled No . 
SU.bjecto Total No. 
Grade &lbJeot ~'ord M1s-
Word Level Eng. oeoa •. lhat.!.. M1esRel.~~ .!l?,!lled _ 
-
I 
fRrming s 5 1 5 r 
farther s 5 2 2 7 
f ather> ~+4 7 1. 7 
fathers 2+4 1 1 1 
fed s 1 1 1 
feel s 3 1 3 
fee1:1ng 6 8 1 8 
fe:1J s 1 1 1 
fence s 4 1 4 
ferries s 1 1 1 
ferry s 2 1 ?. 
fer>tilE' s 6 1 6 
f ever s 3 4 2 7 
fields 5 1 1 1 
fifteen s 2 1 2 
I 
I .ftfth 5 l 1 1 
fifths 5 1 1 1 
fifty 4 l 1 1 
fight s ? 1 ? 
fighting s 1 2 5 3 8 
filled 2 2 1 2 
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llo. T1mea r:ord 
v:aa ,Y1e~£!lle~ No. 
SUbjects Total Noo 
Grade SnbJect " ord 'M1s-
Word Level ~· lliog. lb.at. Misspelled ~,E.elled 
-flnally 6 11 1 11 
fine 3 1 1 1 
fined 3 1 1 1 
finished 4 3 1 3 
Finland s 1 l 1 
fires 2 1 1 1 
firing s 1 1 1 
fir8t 4 4 :) 2 7 
fishe:rmR.n s 1 1 1 
fishermen s 2 1 2 
fishing s 1 1 1 
fitted s 1 1 1 
flat s 1 1 1 
flew ~ 1 J ] 
fl1ght s 1 1 1 
floods s 1 1 1 
Florence s 5 1 5 
Flor id.q s 1 2 3 
flowing s 1 1 1 
flying 2 2 1 2 
followed s 7 1 7 
follower s 1 1 1 
:123 
!-To. Timea Word 
v:aa M1ase!lled No. 
SUbjects Total No., 
Grado \P.'ord M1s-
·word Level Mtaapellod S,2!lled 
-- --
fo1Jowing s 4 1 4 
fondest s 5 1 5 
foodstuffs s 3 1 ?, 
fooling s 1 1 1 
foolish s 5 1 5 
footsteps s 2 1 2 
for 1 2 1 2 
forbidden s 1 1 1 
force s 1 1 1 
forces s 1 1 1 
foreign 6 2 2 2 4 
forf'itl;ners 6 1 1 1 
foreman s 2 1 2 
foreward s 1 1 1 
Forge s 1 1 1 
forgot s 2 1 ? 
form s 1 1 1 
forrnl s 1 1 ] 
formed s 2 1 ? 
forms ') 1 1 1 
fortunately s 1 1 1 
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11o. Tiln3a Word 
v:o.a Miespelled No. 
- Subjects Total Noo 
Grado f-10rd Mia ... 
v:ord LAY (I) !is spelled .!l!elleL_ 
- ---forth s l 1 1 
forty 4 2 1 2 
fought s 1 1 1 
fought s 5 1 5 
fou1e s 1 1 1 
fourth 5 2 2 2 4 
fourths 5 2 1 2 
fi::mce ' s s 1 1 1 
fr·mkfurts s 4 1 4 
Fr1nklin s 2 1 2 
freckles s 1 1 1 
French s 1 4 2 5 
frerruent s 1 1 1 
fresh s 1 1 1 
fried s 1 1 ) 
friend 4 8 1 R 
friendly s 6 3 2 9 
friends 4 2 1 2 7 
'-' 
from 2 2 1 1 3 4 
front s 7 8 2 15 
frontier s 5 1 5 
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No 'l'imoc t:'ord 
y~aq Mi.s~l?!lled No. 
SUbjects Total Jto Grado SubJect V.'ord Mia-
\oiorcl Level !!lS• <Jeog. lhst. M1sepelled !.2!.11~ ._... 
-fruits 4 5 1 5 
fuel s 1 1 1 
funny s 2 1 2 
f urniture 5 6 1 6 
further s 1 1 1 
gabardlnfl s 2 1 2 
ga11er es s 8 1 8 
garage 5 1 1 1 
garden 3 1 1 1 
ga teway s 1 1 1 
gather 5 1 1 1 
geese s 1 1 1 
George s 1 2 
General. n 1 1 l 
>lenerous 
.... . 
s 1 1 1 
Geneva s 5 1 5 
Qp· oa s 4 1 4 
gen,1 ino 6 1 1 1 
eent1emen s 5 1 5 
geography 5 1 1 1 
German s '2 1 '7 ..... ._ 
~lo. Timea li.'ord 
v:a~ f!~e~~lled !-To. 
Su~ects Total Ho o 
G!~e.de SubJect \"10 tt!fa .. 
v:ord L •. -- 1 Engc ceo,. fhat:, ~1,aaR.Gll~ .!RfJ_ 'l 
--
-
Germans s l. 1 1 
Germany s 3 1 2 4 
germs s 1 1 1 
getting 4 5 1 ? 6 
ghost s 1 1 1 
giant s 1 1 1 
GibrAltar s 1 1 1 
given 3 ;:) ] :;;, 
glimpse s 2 1 2 
going s 3 1 3 
gondolas s 6 1 6 
good 2 1 1 1 
governed s 1 2 2 '1! .; 
government 6 1 3 15 3 19 
governments 6 10 1 10 
governor 5 1 1 1 
grade 3 3 1 3 
grain s 2 1 2 
I grandfather 4 1 1 1 
grandmother 5 1 1 1 
grants s 2 1 2 
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tro . T!mea Word 
v:aa M1s:s~lled Uo . 
SUbjects Totc.l No. 
Grade SubJect f.'ord Mi a -
V:crd Loval Eng. !!!oi• that. M1aapelled s»ellec!_.~ 
- --
I 
grapes s 1 1 1 
gratef ul s 1 1 1 
gr avel :y s 1 1 1. 
grazing s 3 1 3 
great 3 1 2 3 3 6 
greater 3 2 1 2 
gr·eatest 3 4 1 2 f) 
Greece s 4 1 4 
greedy s 1 1 1 
greet s 1 1 1 
greeted s 1 1 1 
grew :) 1 1 1 
ground 3 2 1 2 
gr oup s 4 1 2 5 
g1·oups s 1 1 2 2 
groves s 1 1 1 
grow r- 2 1 2 G 
grown s 1 1 1 
12rowth '3 2 1 2 
...... 
guarantee '3 20 1 20 
guaranteed s ~~ 1 33 
llo o Times Word 
v;a~ MieUJE,!lled No. 
Grade 
SUbjects Total Boo 
SubJect \nord Mia-\":ord Level ~. q#og. filet . Misspelled D)lelled. ~
guess 4 3 1 3 
guessed 4 1 1 1 
-:;· il ty s 6 1 f 
guitar s 1 1 1 
gymn s 1 1 1 
had 2 2 1 ?. 
half 2 3 1 :; 
Hamburg s 2 1 2 
hammer s 1 1 1 
Hancock s 2 1 2 
hand s 1 1 1 
ha,dic~pped s :; 1 :; 
haruicraft '3 2 1 2 
handle s 1 1 1 
handsome '3 1 1 1 
handsomely s 3 1 '7 .. ) 
hang ng s 2 1 2 
happened 4 4 2 2 6 
ha ppPning 4 1 1 1 
hap)ily 5 1 1 1 
happiness s ? 1 2 
t29 
no. Times Word 
v:a lliSS,E!!ll~ No . 
Subjects Tot 1 No. Grade SUbJect f.'ord Mis-
'V!ord Level ~· tE,os·~ Blat~ M1oaJ)ell,ed ".2~11Gd -
harbor s 2 1 2 
hal~bors s 1 1 1 
hardware s 2 1 ? 
harnessed s 2 1 2 
have 1 2 1 2 
Hawni:l s 1 12 2 1 0 
Hawaiian s 1 0 1 10 
Hawaiians 1"1 1 1 1 0 
hG'ld 2 1 1 1 
healed s 1 1 1 
heal th 4 4 1 4 
hear s 7 1 2 8 
hear by s 1 1 1 
heard 4 4 1 4 
heart 4 +5 2 1 2 
heatlng s 1 1 1 
heavy s 4 1 2 5 
heavier s 3 1 3 
height 6 2 1 J. 
her 2 1 1 1 
herd s 3 1 ~ .... 
1-fo . '!'!mea Word 
V!aa M18SJ?!lled No . 
I 
SU:lecta '.!.'otal Nocr Grado SUbJect f.'o Mis-
y•;ord Level ~· aiog. Hiat: Mlaepelled ,!2elled _ 
--
herdsmen s 1 1 1 
hel ped :? 1 1 1 
here :?+3 3 1 3 
hes ta te s 1 1 1 
hesi t<l ting s 1 1 1 
hidi ng s 1 1 1 
highest s 2 2 2 4 
h i ke s 3 1 ..., ..... 
himself 3 1 1 1 
h i red s 1 1 1 
his s 1 1 1 
hol d s 1 1 1 
'10 l der s 1 1 1 
hol e 3 2 1 2 ;) 
home 2 1 1 1 
honeY'noon s 1 1 1 
honor s 1 1 1 
Honolulu s 2 1 ? 
hoping s l 1 1 
hornet s 1 1 1 
hor se 3 3 1 3 
}iOo Timo a \'~!ord 
v·, ..... s Mls:!.E!~ No .. 
SlJ.bjecta Total Hoo 
Gt·a6.~ Sul:~ot V.'or.d MiaM 
\".'f":lrd Level f~c ~GOgo 1hst .. M1saptllled ~]~!?.~---
--- ---
...,.. _ ........ --
- --
horses 3 1 1 1 
hospital 6 3 3 2 6 
hospltals 6 3 1 3 
hotel 4 1 1 1 
hour 4 1 1 1 
hours 4 2 1 2 
l ouae 3 1 1 1 
housekeeper s 1 1 1 
huge s 2 2 2 4 
hmd lia te s 1 1 1 
hundred 4 1 1 1 
hundreds 4 1 1 1 
Hungary 5 15 6 2 ?1 
hungry 3 4 1 4 
hunted s 1 1 1 
hurt 2 2 1 ? 
husband s 1 1 1 
hJ droE-1 ec trl c s 4 1 4 
hydroc-;lec tl'icl ty s 2 1 2 
hysteria s 'Z, 
" 
1 3 
Iberian s 3 1 3 
No. Tirnes \~:ord. 
\'ias Mis.sEel~ed No. 
Subjects Total No • 
.01•ade Subject h'ord. Mia-
l;!Ol'd Level ... ~~ GeOfS•. _H1st . Misspelled spelled 
ideas 5 1 1 1 
if 2 1 1 1 
IJ 1 inois s 1 1 1 
imm:l grants s 1 1 1 
import s 1 1 1 
important 4 2 1 2 3 
improve s 2 1 2 
include s 4 1 4 
includes s 2 1 2 
increase 6 5 1 5 
increa sed 6 2 1 2 
independence s 2 10 ? 12 
independent s 1 15 2 16 
IndiEI.Tl 5 2 2 4 
I ncli.ans 5 1 1 l 
indust'~"ia.l s 10 ] 10 
industrialized s 3 l 3 
industri~lly s 1 1 1 
i'1'1dustry 5 1 1 1 
insects s 2 1 2 
instead 5 l 1 1 
institution 
intelligence 
No. Times Word 
V!as M1asp_.!lled 
G:-ade Subjec t 
~~). Bn&,. 0~<?.l1 ~ }f~s~.'. 
s 
s 
1 
1 
interchangeable S 3 
interest 
interested 
interesting 
I interfere 
interfered 
interferes 
interior 
intern::~. tional 
interrogative 
invented 
invention 
inventions 
inventor 
inventors 
investigating 
I 
j nv:1 t9 tions 
IrelAnd 
iron 
5 
5 
5 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
11 
1 
1 
3 
1 
] 
1 
17 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
9 
1 5 
16 
1 
l 
3 
1 
4 
tio , 
SUbjects 
Word 
t~1s spelled 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Total No. 
l.Us-
ape1led 
1 
1 
3 
26 
27 
1 
16 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
' 
.t:a 
lio. TilTtG s \IOl' d 
Was l.~isspolled No. 
Sub jecta Total No. 
Gx•cde SUbjf)o t Tiord Mia-
r:o1·d. ~vel ~· Oe~§ · H!st . Misspelled spelle<!__ 
irrigate s 5 1 5 
irrleRt.ed s 3~ 1 ~3 
irrigRtion s 9 1 9 
is 1 1 1 1 
island 5 3 1 3 
I sra.el 5 1 1 1 
Isthmus s 1 1 1 
Itj:llian s 3 1 3 
Italy s 1 27 1 3 29 
Japanese s 1 1 1 
J erusalem s 1 1 1 
j ewel s 1 1 1 
j Awelry s 2 1 2 3 
job s 1 1 1 
joined 5 l 1 5 3 7 
jokp~ s 1 1 1 
jumps 2 1 1 1 
jungle s 1 1 1 
j ury s 1 1 1 
kept s 2 7 2 9 
kills 3 1 1 1 
l!o . 1'1mes 1'iorc1 
\ J.:i ..5 Micsr;~~ No . 
Subjectn Total !io. 
GI·ado Subj ect llor·d ~-~ls -
r:ord ,. , ·-m Oeos . Hi s t. Misspelled !3pel1<:d ~Y~::::. !' l .1.5. 
--------·--
ktndergar-ten s 5 1 5 
kindly 3 1 1 1 
kinds 3 1 1 
lmew 3 2 1 2 
knitting s 1 1 1 
know 4 5 1 2 6 
known 5 1 1 2 2 
Korea s 1 1 l 
Jabnr.er'3 s 14 1 14 
Lafayette s 8 1 8 
lake 2 1 1 1 
landslide s 1 1 1 
landslides s 1 1 1 
1anguaee 6 1 1 1 
largely 5 3 1 3 
larger s 1 1 1 
l argest s 3 1 3 
La Salle s 2 1 1 
later s 1 1 1 
Latin s 4 1 4 
laughing 4 1 1 1 
'Ho. Tirnos ''.ord 
r:as r~~1:3spellod Uo. 
Subjects Total No. 
Gro.de Subject 11r'ord M1s-
\ .. ()J. d Level [me. Geog. Hist . Misspelled npelled 
laughs 4 1 1 1 
laughter s 3 1 3 
Lawrence s 1 1 1 
lead s 1 1 1 
leading s 5 1 5 
league s 10 1 10 
leanine; s 5 1 5 
le t:~ rn 5 1 1 J 
1 A'=t l"ned 5 1 1 1 
lAarnine; 5 2 1 2 3 
least 5 1 1 1 
leather s 2 l ~ 
J eave 4 1 1 1 
leaves 4 2 1 ? 
led 5 1 2 2 3 
letting s 5 1 5 
level s 1 1 1 
Lexington s 3 1 3 
liberty 5 1 3 2 4 
library 6 J 1 2 2 
1 i_nense s 4 1 4 
Ho. I'imBs \·:ord 
\';aS '?.'1 SS'Oellcd. No~ 
-- .. Subjects Total :{o' 
G1·~.de Su!Jject t.'ord ill is-
~· ·ord T,e,re 1 :-ng,; ._ Geo~ . Hi~ Mlsspellod spell..;d 
..... - ---
- ·--
-=--- __, __ .. 
lie 3 1 1 1 
life 3 1 1 1 
lightning s 1 1 1 
li.ke 1+2 2 1 2 
limits s 10 2 11 
Lincoln s 1 1 1 
line 3 1 1 1 
liquor s 8 1 8 
Lisbo11 s 30 1 30 
liste11 4+5 5 1 5 
lis tening 4+5 2 1 2 3 
lived 3 1 1 1 
lives 3 1 1 1 
liv:tne 5 1 1 1 
loef 5 1 1 1 
loaned s 1 1 1 
loans s ] 1 ] 
lobsters s 6 1 6 
l ocated 5 3 1 3 
locked s 1 1 1 
long 2 3 1 3 
No. T .l.<'ne s t•.:ord 
v;as Mig~&>elled No, 
SubjGcts Total No . 
Gr adc Subject l"iord Mis-
1''ord ~vel BE_S · Geos. Hist. I~<:tsspelled snel led 
- -
looked 3 1 1 1 
Lorra1ne s ?. 1 2 
lost 2 1 1 1 
lot 3 9 1 9 
Louisiana s 3 1 3 
lovely s 2 1 2 
lowland s 2 1 2 
lowlAnds s 2 1 2 
machinAs s 1 2 2 3 
machinery 6 1 1 17 3 19 
made s 5 8 2 13 
Madrid s 14 1 14 
mahogRny s 1 1 1 
make 2 1 1 1 
makes 2 2 1 2 
managed s 1 1 1 
manners s 1 1 1 
manufactured 5 1 1 1 
manufs:tcturers 5 1 1 1 
manufacturing 5 1 8 1 3 10 
many 2 1 2 1 3 4 
!io. Times l'lord 
Y!.P· s_}~l sspe lled No, 
Subjecto To tal No. 
Gr~do Subject Wm:-d iUs-
r :>!'d. LeveJ. ~['· . Geors. Hi st . MlsspGl led a:pel_led 
--- - . 
maps s 1 1 1 
ma T' gin s 4 1 4 
marine s 1 1 1 
markets s 1 1 1 
marriage s 1 1 1 
.married s 2 1 2 
Marseille s 1 1 1 
marshes s 1 1 1 
material 6 3 1 3 
materials 6 1 1 1 
matter s 1 1 1 
maybe s 1 1 1 
meat 4 3 1 3 
meJ:~.ni.ng s 1 1 1 
meAnt s 1 11 2 12 
MediterraneAn s 1 50 2 51 
meet s 2 1 2 
meeting s 4 1 4 
memorize 6 2 1 2 
men s 1 1 1 
merchant s 4 1 4 
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Eo. Times Word 
wa~ Mis3pe11ed No. 
-- SUbjecta Total rro. 
G.i.'G.cle Subjeot Word IUs-
···ox•d 
.r_2yAJ. Rl:lg.:._GeOfl • lUst. ~sspelled. fi oelJ ~ .. :\ 
' 
. 
-- ----
mercury s 7 1 7 
Mersey s 4 1 4 
Meseta s 8 1 8 
message s 1 1 1 
mess.~=~.ees s 1 1 1 
met s 2 1 ? 
metal s 6 1 6 
metAls s 1 1 1 
method s 2 1 2 
methods s 1 1 1 
Mexican s 1 1 1 
Miami s 1 1 1 
Milan s 19 1 19 
military s 3 1 3 
mild s 1 1 1 
miles 4 1 2 ? 3 
milli on s 2 1 2 
millionaire s 1 1 1 
millionaires s 1 1 1 
mills 3 2 1 2 
mind s 2 1 2 
14:1 
!io. 1'1mos l"Jord 
i'Ja.a Hi !'!a,EelleCI. No. 
Sl.1.bjecto Total No. 
o_•e;t,f) Word :n1. ~;-
', OA..•d : .e· (;. 1 M1ssp()l1ed :"'"'"'~ 1 ~eel 
. 
- --- - --·· 
minine s 3 1 3 
minister s 3 1 3 
minutes 4 11 1 11 
missed 0 2 1 2 
rniss1onariAs s 1 1 2 2 
Mississippi s 2 1 2 
mistake s 1 1 1 
mixed 3 1 1 1 
mixtHre s 7 1 7 
moccasin s 1 1 1 
model s 13 1 13 
modern 6 1 2 2 3 
modernized s 1 1 1 
modifies s 6 l 6 
moment s 1 1 1 
moments s 1 1 1 
J11onasteriPs s 1 1 1 
monRstery s 3 1 3 
money 3 1 4 2 5 
Monroe s 2 1 2 
Montcalm s 6 1 6 
month 
months 
monument 
Moors 
}.ioravian 
more 
morning 
Moscow 
mosquito 
mosquitoes 
mostl y 
motor 
mother ' s 
mountaineers 
mountainous 
mountains 
movA.bl e 
moved 
much 
Munich 
murderPd 
museum 
r;ra 'l(. 
e'c.}l 
4 
4 
s 
s 
s 
2+3 
4 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
4 
s 
s 
3 
s 
s 
5 
t~o. 'f~rnt; ·1 
\od S ~ 1 CS :>p •• l tt! ttr; 
-- -~- .. 
4 
1 
1 
3 
8 
1 
2 
12 
1 
2 
. ,. . 
1 
6 
2 
2 
3 
1 
5 
9 
1 
7 
2 
2 
3 
11 
2 
4 
.. ' ~ 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
":"ot .... · , 
i!.j s-
spelled 
J 
6 
1 
6 
2 
3 
3 
3 
11 
'7. 
<) 
8 
1 
1 
5 
11 
1 2 
1 
3 
7 
2 
4 
J42 
No. Ti mes l' 'ord 
\las Misspelled No, 
Subjects To tn.1 :\o. 
Gr·ade SUbject Word Mi s-
v·o:.."d Level Bng. Geog. Hist. Misspelled spellod 
--
--. -------~-
museums 5 1 1 1 
music 4 2 1 2 
mystery s 1 1 1 
name 2 1 1 1 
named 2 6 1 6 
Naples s 3 1 3 
I Napol eon s 3 1 3 
na turally s 1 1 1 
navigable s 12 1 12 
navy s 1 1 1 
nearer s 2 1 2 
nearest s 1 1 2 2 
necessary 6 5 1 5 
necessity s 1 1 1 
neck s 1 1 1 
need s 1 1 1 
needed s 1 1 1 
n eedle s 1 1 1 
needs s 1 1 1 
neighbor 5 1 1 1 
neighbors 5 1 1 1 
No . Timos \·lord 
\'Ia a M1so~lled lio, 
SUbjects Total No. 
GrndD Subject Word Mj.s-
r·o-:·1 I~ En~. GeOfi• 'H1at. Misspelled !!£ell ad 
neighborhood s 1 1 1 
nentra1 s 5 1 5 
Ne'l'i' Hal'!'lp~hire s 6 1 6 
New OJ' leans s 1 1 1 
New Zea l and s 1 1 1 
news 2 1 1 1 
next 2 J 1 1 
niCP 2 3 1 3 
night 3 3 1 3 
nineteen 5 4 1 4 
ninetePnth 6 2 3 2 5 
ninety s 2 1 ~ 
ninth s 6 1 6 
noblemen s 2 1 ~ 
nobody 4 1 1 1 
none 3 1 1 1 
normal s 1 1 1 
no'T'l'llally s 2 1 ? 
north s 1 1 ? 2 
northeqst s 1 l 1 
northArn s 10 1 10 
Ho. 'rimos Word 
Via a M1s~mellod No . 
Subjects Total No 
Gr:1de Subject fiord M:ls -
r:Ol.'<.i. I.evcl Enc . Geo8_. Hist. Misspe.~led spelJ.ec~ 
.. 
northernmost s ll l 11 
northwest s 1 1 2 2 
northwestern s 1 1 1 
Norwegian s l 1 1 
Norwegians s 2 l 2 
noth1ng 4 4 1 4 
Nov a Scotia s 1 1 1 
now s 8 1 2 9 
nun s 1 1 1 
Nurnbure s 7 1 7 
oaks s 4 1 4 
oats s l 1 1 
obedi ence 6 5 1 5 
obey s 1 1 1 
obeyed s 1 1 1 
objection 6 2 1 2 
occasionally 6 8 1 8 
occupied s 1 1 1 
ocean 5 1 1 2 2 
odor 6 4 1 4 
of 1 1 1 1 
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No. Times tlor<l 
\'ius Misspe~lod No . 
SUbjecto Total No. 
Grude SUbJ~ct llord M1s-
\·:oi.,d Level l\n~ ._ (}~_or, .: .... .tt~ 3;. .• ~~!.!!E-.t~lle~ :u:ell~d 
of':f 2 16 1 1 3 18 
officer s 3 2 2 5 
officers s 1 1 1 
official s 2 1 2 
olive s 2 1 2 
olives s 3 1 3 
on 1 1 1 2 2 
once 3 2 1 2 
one 2 1 3 1 3 5 
onl y 2 1 1 1 
opera s 1 1 1 
operate s 1 1 1 
operated s 1 1 1 
opposite 6 2 1 2 
or 2 2 1 2 
oranges 2 3 1 3 
orchards s 2 1 2 
order s 2 2 2 4 
ordering s 1 1 1 
organized s 1 1 1 
other 3 2 1 2 3 
J47 
Uo. Timea \·lord 
\'in. s Misspelled No. 
Subjects Total No. 
G:•r.dt- Subject fiord Mls-
v·o:r·d LeveJ. 
-
·Eng. ~oe_. lUst. Misspelled spelled 
our s 2 1 2 
outlets s 1 1 1 
over 2 1 1 1 
overran s 1 1 1 
overrun s 2 1 ::> 
overse~s s 3 1 3 
own s 1 1 1 
owned 3 3 1 3 
ovmers s 1 1 1 
Pacific s 1 2 2 3 
packing s 1 1 1 
paid 5 6 1 6 
pRinter s 1 1 1 
p~inting 4 3 1 3 
p~intings 4 3 1 3 
pRlaces s 2 1 2 
Panama s 3 1 3 
pants s 3 1 3 
paper 2 2 1 2 
pa.rcrunent s 1 1 1 
Paris s 1 1 1 
No. Tl.mes \';ord 
\'.'a~ MisopelJ.ed 
·-----· 
Ho. 
SubjGCto Total i;o. 
Grc.do Subject llord r •. 1s-
r:orcl "J:.(l'J(;!). r·:ne, GOOJ• H1st. Misspelled _:J!~~£~-.._ ____ 
parochial s 1 1 1 
particular 6 7 6 2 13 
particularly s 5 1 2 6 
partner 6 2 1 2 
partners 6 2 1 2 
parts 3 1 1 1 
pAsturing s 1 1 1 
pass s 2 1 2 
passed s 1 1 2 2 
pa~sengers 5 1 1 1 
patent s 9 1 g 
patents s 5 1 5 
patiently s 21 1 21 
Patl"iCk s 1 1 1 I II 
ratting s 1 1 1 I 
pay 2+3 1 1 1 
peace 5 3 2 2 5 
peacefully s 1 1 1 
peasants s 2 1 2 
pencil s 1 1 1 
penin~ula s 81 1 Al 
penlnsnll:ls 
penniP.~ 
people 
Pennsylvania 
perform 
petroleum 
Philadelphia 
Philippines 
phrase 
pick 
picked 
pickerel 
piece 
pieces 
pier 
pirqtes 
p1tche1"f'l 
place 
placque 
plan 
p1a.nnt=>d 
No. Times Word 
fias .l~isspe~le~ 
Grade Subjec t 
Lev e.;_ iW. Geo8. Hist. 
s 
s 
4 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
4 
1 
6 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
11 
1 
4 
6 
1 
1 
4 
10 
3 
4 2 
s 14 
s ? 
4. 1 
2 1 
s 1 
s 3 
6 1 
No. 
Subjects 
\lord 
Misspelled 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Total No. 
M1s-
spelle~ 
11 
1 
13 
1 
1 
4 
4 
10 
2 
1 
2 
6 
2 
14 
l. 
1 
1 
3 
1 
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150 
'No. Timos riord 
Was M1ssEelled No. 
SUbjects Total No. 
Grade SUbject fiord Mis-
Worcl Level 7~. Geoi,S• H1st. Misspelled spelled 
pl8.nning 6 2 1 2 ;:) 
plant 3 1 1 1 
plantations s l 1 2 2 
plateau s 3 1 3 
plated 3 l 1 1 
played 2 1 1 1 
pleA.se 3 4 1 4 
Pompeii s 4 1 4 
poison s 1 1 ? ? 
po1 sonous s 1 1 1 
policemen s 3 1 3 
politic!:!l s 1 1 1 
PortugRl s 41 1 41 
Por>t.u gn e se s 11 1 }1 
posi t1.on 6 1 1 2 2 
possession s 5 l 5 
possessions s 5 1 5 
possible 6 2 1 2 3 
potatoes 4 2 1 2 
powerful s 2 1 2 
powers s 1 l l 
,. 
'; Bostoo Un M!rslty h lichooJ of E;ucaoor, 
.' '-.... Ubrary 
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No. Times Word 
''as M1s!J2elled No. SUbjeet:s Total Uo. 
Gre.de Subject 'Clot>d Mis-
Word Leve:t En~. Geog. H1st. Misspelled ~f!elled _ 
printing s 1 1 1 
prisoner s 14 1 14 
privil eges s 1 1 1 
prizes s 1 1 1 
pro~ess s 7 1 7 
p"~"'odnce s 1 1 1 
prodnced s 1 1 1 
producers s 1 1 1 
produces s 1 1 1 
products 5 1 1 1 
professional s 3 1 3 
professor s 1 1 1 
progress s 1 1 1 
progressed s 1 1 1 
p"~"'ohibition s 6 1 6 
project s 1 1 1 
prom:lse 5 1 1 1 
pr-omoted s 1 1 J 
pronoun 6 ? 1 2 
property s 1 6 2 7 
No. T1 ~~· l', ;n~ 
\'.a4 t•~i SJt£~ ll~ to . 
uh~o.c ts Totu.l No 
Grado f ,('t:,n Mls-
urd • I • '' ; \ t,p'l_!.led ai?ellcd 
proportion s 2 1 ? 
Prospect s 2 1 2 
urotect s 1 6 ? 7 
protected s 1 1 1 
protector s 8 1 8 
pl'otectorat~ s 2 1 ? 
Protestant s 2 1 2 
p.roved s 1 1 1 
provide s 1 1 1 
public s 3 1 3 
PuP.rto Rico s 1 l 1 
pulling 3 1 l 1 
pnJ pwood s 1 l l 
punishment s 1 1 1 
pupil s 3 1 3 
puppy s l 1 1 
purpose 6 1 1 1 
purposes 6 1 1 2 2 
putting s 4 1 4 
Pyrenees s :?6 1 26 
Noo 'f irr .. \' H l 
\',u:s ;: :1 ~d.E!' .) ~£i l•o. 
" .. tJ J t> •• t a Total No Grade ... J" .::.t r, • .:-d !tis-.. ~ 
':'ore .. Leve:l;_ Ena. (}. CIP • • ~ ~ 1 .. llHd s£_elled , • 
quality s 1 1 1 
quq,ntity s 4 1 4 
quantities s 45 1 45 
quarrf'led 5 1 1 1 
quarreling 5 5 1 5 
quarrPls 5 1 1 1 
quarter 4 5 1 5 
quarters 4 1 1 J 
~uebec s 1 l 1 
queer 4 0 1 3 
quiet 4 7 l 7 
rm i t.e 
.. 
5 4 1 4 
r ace 3 1 1 1 
rRd:lator s 1 1 1 
radio 4 1 1 1 
rai1road 5 1 1 1 
raft s 3 1 3 
r a iny 4 1 1 2 2 
rangers 3 ) 1 1 
rl-lnking s 1 ] 1 
rapidly s 1 1 1 
No. '.rirr · - I 
\~a s ''• 3' I l '"I ' i:,,. ,, ........ ~ .... ~ 
·-- >\ b.1t:· • :. s l 'l'ot I' 
Grn.ae }JOJ w fra.."'':t'd t.1 s 
·o1•d Level r..:na •. _~,P.. + a 'v•)J.l eC. spelle~-
--
. _........_..,._ .. 
rAady 4 1 1 1 
r~alized s 2 1 :? 
r~~=tl l y s 1 2 
rP.aper s 1 1 1 
reasons s 1 1 1 
receive 5 1 1 1 
receiver 5 1 1 1 
received 5 1 ] 1 
r ecent s 1 1 1 
r ecognize 6 4 1 4 
recom~ndA.tions s 1 1 J 
recording s 1 1 1 
reel s 1 1 1 
ref'1ner>-tes s 1 1 J 
l'P.f'Y'bsh.mP.nts 3 1 1 1 
refueling s 1 1 1 
refnsed s 1 1 2 2 
regard s 1 1 1 
region s 0 1 2 4 
ree;ions s 1 1 1 
rehabi1itlltion s 1 1 1 
1 c6 - .'l 
t~o 
'f 
) . . 
' 
ta Total ho 
1rade . 
' 
rr! M19-
,rd. Level Er.U,• • ~ , .•d 1 od .sJ2elled. _ 
r ehearsal s 1 1 1 
re1A.tion s 1 1 , 
'T'elieved s 3 1 3 
rerne.mber 4 5 1 5 
remembrance s 1 1 1 
renamed s 1 1 1 
r·epRired 6 4 1 4 
renl~4nted s 1 1 1 
report r • 0 1 1 1 
reports 6 1 1 1 
representative s 1 1 1 
resource s 5 1 f) 
resources s 9 1 9 
respect s 1 1 1 
respected s 1 1 1 
restAurant 6 19 1 19 
result s 1 1 1 
rt~su1 ts s 4 1 4 
return 3 1 1 1 
RevoJution s 1 17 2 lP 
Noo 
\'.u s tf<' 
, . b j •• '"S Total ho 
\lrade . .r.J ... 
' 
h ,~ Mis· 
·oro TAvel ~.:· ' . ' . . lAd spelled 
---
rheumAtlc s l 1 1 
Rhine s 1 1 1 
rhythm s 3 1 3 
ride 2 1 1 1 
rifle s 1 1 1 
right 4 2 1 2 
rip s 3 1 3 
rise s 1 1 1 
Riviera s 3 11 2 14 
·rivers s 1 1 1 
rode s 3 1 3 
rolJ e.d 3 1 1 1 
Rome s 5 1 5 
I 
I rooms 2 1 2 
Ro seve1t s 2 1 ? 
I I rotate s 6 1 6 
rough s 1 1 1 
rougher s 1 1 1 
route 6 1 1 1 
row 3 1 1 1 
rugged s 1 1 1 
ho. 
'":.· 4 h j t • r· t e Total r:o 
'lrade • (t 1 t l ,,· :: 't Tl11s-.. 
rord ft!:·.7cl. f:!r;..:. l • i' • , ': tl~ }!l?elleC: 
.... 
Ruhr s 11 1 11 
ruins s 1 1 1 
Ruman ja s 33 1 2 34 
running 5 3 1 3 
saddened s 1 1 1 
s·:~.fe ty s 1 1 1 
Sahara s 1 1 1 
salesmen s 1 1 1 
sandy s 1 1 1 
San Franc isco s 3 1 2 4 
S~'~l'di 1.:a s 17 1 17 
satisfied s 2 l. 2 
Saturday 4 5 1 5 
sausage s 1 1 1 
saw 2 1 1 1 
scar s 1 1 1 
scared s 1 1 1 
sco.rin~ s 1 1 1 
scenery 6 2 1 2 
school 3 1 1 1 
science s 1 ... .:; 2 4 
---
1~9 
No. •rtt' ~ ~ •. -l· 
r(as r: l..:S~~~~~~ tic. 
'lH"l)"t't.~ 'l'o ~al l.o 
Gr•a.ae 3 _,.r J•• ~ ~ . ;.· .~r. r.~j s-
1'~ f.~~~~.]' . ~ ~ .!.. ·r :~~ spell~ 
scream s 1 1 1 
screamed s 1 1 1 
s ~aborne s 3 1 3 
seagulls s 5 1 2 6 
seaplanes s 1 1 1 
seaport s 2 1 2 
search s 10 3 2 13 
searched s 1 1 1 
seat 3 1 1 1 
second 4 1 1 1 
secretary s 1 1 2 2 
section 5 1 1 1 
see 2 1 1 1 
seemed 2 8 1 8 
seen 4 1 1 1 
sees 2 2 1 2 
Seine s 3 1 "Z ._, 
seized 6 7 1 7 
select s 1 1 2 ? 
semiarid s 1 1 1 
ti . 
.. ~.., t . r• 't ."\ Tolttl I~V 
Grade ~ • t , 
• 
··•q r.·1 s 
·o.z:-.... Level Ence 1~· • ... ~ " ., 11·~(1 ~R~~? __ 
-· 
send 3 1 2 2 7 '/ 
sends 3 2 1 2 
sense s ;) 1 3 
sensible s 2 1 2 
separate 6 2 21 8 3 31 
separated 6 1 7 2 8 
separates 6 7 1 7 
sermon s 1 1 1 
servants s 2 1 2 
served s 1 1 9 2 
set 3 1 1 1 
settli.ng s 2 1 2 
seven s 1 1 1 
seventy s 1 1 1 
several s 3 1 3 
severe 5 1 1 1 
Sevi ll e _., v 5 1 5 
sewers s 1 1 1 
sewing ,.., v J 1 1 
shared s 1 1 1 
No rrimo~t i•'or\.1 
', •- 'J l,~L:wpellea ______ .,..._ _ ..__. ;:0 
,, .... u .l ·~ c t .:J ~:ota.1 lio. 
''h·atic SUb,1ec t T Ol'd r.~is -
~;·ord !_~cl ~!2. o.e.!>l.\: .. _1!.!~:. !-' ;. sa poll od ;• ':!~ lled 
--
- --
- _i ____ 
.sharpener s 1 1 
s] r l f 8 s 1 1 1 
shells s 1 1 1 
sreJ 1flsh s 2 1 ? 
shining s 18 J J8 
shipp~d ~ 2 1 ? ... 
sh.ip_inJ s 2 2 2 4 
ships s 1 1 1 
shirt s 1 1 1 
shoemaker s 1 1 1 
shoes 3 2 1 2 
shooting 4 1 1 1 
shop s 1 1 1 
shopping s 1~ .;; 1 13 
shorter s 3 1 ~ 
shot s ;:s 1 7 v 
should 4 1 1 2 2 
shoulders 4 2 1 2 
showel'ed s 1 1 1 
shows 2 1 1 1 
s1 ri('<ed s 1 1 1 
Sic "J., s 14 1 14 
J62 
no. ::.' ~1nn s \'ior·d 
l'ia~•1sspelled No. 
SUb jects Tote.l No. 
Gr'lde SUbject fl'ord Mis-
Y o::cl Le7el Eng . Geog. Hi st. J.l1sspelled. spelled_ 
--
sickly s 1 1 1 
s.ide s 1 1 1 
sices s 1 1 1 
sights s 1 1 1 
s.ign 5 1 1 1 
slgnature 6 6 1 6 
:dnce 5 J 1 2 2 
sincerely 6 4 1 4 
s.istel' 2 1 1 1 
sit l 1 1 1 
si•t · n__. s 1 1 1 
s.itu~=tted s 1 1 1 
sixth s 1 1 1 
skate s 1 1 l 
sl<:etching s 1 1 1 
sl<:idded s 2 1 2 
skiing s 2 1 2 
skillful 6 3 1 ~ v 
skipped s 1 1 1 
skirt s 1 1 1 
sl umn.ing s 1 1 1 
Slavs s 2 1 2 
No . Tim43s ' ord 
~· ~.s 1a ssr,clled No., 
Subjects Total 'l'Jo~ 
Gl .. ade Subject '"orcl !"is-
o:rd Level l.n.:_l'.o -·~co~. ,H18t. l"i~SJ2elle.;!_ _y:elled 
--
........ -- . 
sled s 2 1 2 
sleddlng s 1 1 1 
sleeping 2 1 1 1 
sleeved s 1 1 1 
slender s 1 1 1 
slide s 1 1 1 
sliding s 2 1 2 
slipped s 2 1 2 
slippery s 1 1 1 
slopes s 1 1 1 
Slovakia s 1 1 1 
&taller 2 1 1 1 
smallest 2 2 1 2 "r v 
smell s 1 1 1 
smoke s 2 1 2 
smoking s 1 1 1 
sna.::.l 3 1 ...> 
sneakers s 1 1 1 
societies s 1 1 1 
Svfia s 4 1 4 
soft 2 1 1 1 
No , Times •.ord 
~ Misspelled ~o .. 
~.lbjects 'l'otal No., 
Grade Subject i ord I-!ic-
1 t Ord Level lkl&· GOOf$• Hiet. T!1sspelled !!Eel led 
- -
. 
softening s 1 1 1 
soil s 1 1 1 
I soils s 1 1 1 
I soldier s 1 4 2 5 
soldiers s r.: v 11 2 14 
solve s 2 1 2 
somebody 4 1 1 1 
something 4 2 1 2 
sometimes s 1 1 1 
1somewhere s 1 1 1 
I southern 4 5 1 5 
south•!.restern s 1 1 1 
Soviet s 2 1 2 
I souvenir s 2 1 2 
11 SO'.'TS s 1 1 1 
spaghetti s 13 1 13 
S,tJnln s 1 2 2 3 
Spaniards s 2 1 2 3 
SJ;>a...Tli sh s 1 3 11 3 15 
speaker s 1 1 1 
speaks s 1 1 1 
F 
Noo Times ~.or1 
~Y!l;~ if&i_!sE~~led No .. 
'I SUbjects Total No .. I Grade Subject lord t:1.s-
r.ord Level En~. Geog. JUst. !:_~sspelled SJ2~lled 
special 6 1 1 1 
speeches s 1 1 1 
II speedil.f s 6 1 6 
speed.ing s 1 1 1 
spend s 4 l 2 5 
spent 4 1 l 2 2 
spider s 2 1 2 
spilled s 1 1 1 
splendid s l 1 2 2 
spoke s 1 1 1 
spoken s 1 1 1 
sporting s 2 1 2 
spots s 3 l 3 
sprained s l l l 
spread s 3 l 3 
spruce s l 1 l 
square 5 2 1 2 
squirrels 4 l 1 1 
stand 3 l 1 1 
standa rd s 1 1 2 2 
standardized s 1 1 1 
.JGG 
Times t·ord 
1t1SGEelled No. 
Subjects Total No 
Grad a Subje(:t t.ord Mis-
.. ~ ~, Level Fll!~· Geo~. H1st. l'issP!!lled ~Welled 
stand.;.nJ 3 1 1 1 
starcl1ed s 1 1 1 
started s 11 2 14 
statemerts s 1 1 1 
statue s 9 1 9 
stayed 3 1 1 2 2 
steak s 1 1 1 
steel s 2 1 2 
steering s 1 1 1 
stepped s 5 1 5 
stepping s 1 1 1 
steps s 2 1 2 
stic1{i 1g s 1 1 1 
still 3 1 1 1 
stltches s 1 1 1 
stomach 6 2 1 2 
stood 4 3 1 3 
stopped s 11 4 2 15 
stopping s 2 1 2 
store 2 2 1 2 
stories s 5 1 5 
1~7 
No .. Tillle s '.C\rd 
,.:a.s 1r'1s3pollcd tO. 
_..,. ... _ _.,.... 
subje,~ts Total Uo .. 
Grade Subject 1 ord J'ie-
\1 CY'd 
.!!£Y..!!. 1m ~~. !!£.<?.r~~E .. t'ts3pellcd !!£elled 
-straighten s l l 1 
strait s l l l 
streams s 2 l 2 
stretch s 18 l 18 
stretched s 1 l l 
strike s 1 1 2 2 
I 
strikes s l 1 1 I 
striking s 1 l 1 
strol"'u s 2 2 2 4 
stronger s l l 1 
studied 6 l 2 2 3 
studies 6 7 l 2 8 
study s 1 1 1 
studying s 6 4 4 3 14 
subject s l 1 1 
sub~&cts s 1 1 1 
submarines s 2 1 2 
succeeded 5 7 1 7 
s .... ccess 5 5 1 5 
such 2 l 1 1 
sudden s l l 1 
.t&S 
No. 'Hmoa ~O%'d 
Was Mi&eJ!!;J-1~ No. 
G:ra.de SU~eote Total No. SUbject Wo r.~1s-Wor-d Level [mil• Geofl• H1st. Jt1ss~elled sEelled 
suddenly s 1 1 1 
sued 1 1 1 
sufficient s 8 1 8 
suitable s 6 1 6 
suited s 3 1 3 
sulphur s 7 11 2 18 
sum 3 1 1 1 
swnmary s 1 1 1 
summer 2 1 1 2 2 
summers 2 1 1 1 
superstitious s 1 1 1 
supplies 5 2 1 2 
supply 5 1 1 1 
supposed 5 a 1 2 9 
sunny s 3 1 3 
sure 4 1 1 2 2 
surface s 1 1 1 
surplus 1 5 2 6 
surpl1.ses s 1 1 1 
surprise 5 1 1 2 2 
1fi9 
Jo o T1r-tea ' en~: 
·,a.s riSS(!Cllfid t:o. 
·~1bjfio t.e Tota.l t:o ~ 
Gr·ade Subje"~t oro l'1c-
\.ord L0VC1 1-:.nc. G!loq.-., ..!ii...!!.·. ! is spol,led spelled 
.lit --
surround s 1 1 1 
surrounded s 1 :s 2 3 6 
surrounds s 2 1 2 
surveyor s 1 1 1 
suspicious s 5 1 5 
sweater s 1 1 1 
swimming 5 4 1 4 
Switzerland s 2 1 2 
swoop s 6 l 6 
symbol s 1 1 1 
SJIO.pathy s 2 1 2 
tag s 1 1 1 
take s 1 2 2 3 
taken s 2 1 2 
talk s 2 1 2 
talking ~ 1 1 1 ...., 
tankers s 1 1 1 
tauzht s 1 l 1 
t9..Y..ltion s 1 1 1 
t::!..xicabs s ~ 1 ~ ...., 
teacher 3 1 1 1 
170 
Noc Times , o:t'li 
\:ns t"i sspolled No .. 
-- S'lbje~ts Totn1 lYe:> o 
Grade Subject • ortl r ~1 s .. 
l', Ol"C.l Level v.:n~ . Gooeo JI1st . l"!sspcllcd spelled_ 
--television s :; 1 3 
tennis s 1 1 1 
tent s l l l 
terms s l l l 
terrific s 1 1 l 
territory s 2 1 2 
textile s 1 1 1 
than 2 4 2 2 6 
tr at 2 7 1 7 
the 1 1 1 2 2 
their 4 27 10 15 3 5? 
t hem 2 1 1 1 
then 2 9 1 2 10 
t here 2 36 10 20 3 66 
there•re 4 1 1 1 
these 2 1 1 1 
they 3 25 5 8 ~ 38 
they ' re 3 1 1 5 :; 7 
things s 1 1 1 
think 3 3 1 2 4 
tLi 1.ly s 1 1 1 
171. 
Noo Times ' oro 
\:aa r~·1.a3p~<! l~o ~ 
.3'1lbjecta Toto.l No ., 
Grado Subjoct ' ord 1:1s · 
· ore Level l~J;Y~. Goo8.~~- r'l%fS1')Clled spelled 
- -
t'drd 2 4 1 4 
thirds 2 3 1 3 
thirteen s 1 1 1 
thirty s 1 1 2 2 
this 2 1 1 1 
Thomas s 8 1 A 
those s 1 1 1 
though s 2 2 2 4 
thought s 17 1 2 18 
thousand 5 1 1 1 
three 2 2 2 2 4 
threw 4 5 1 5 
throne s 1 1 1 
through 6 14 2 5 3 21 
throw s 4 1 2 5 
tbro..,·m s 1 1 1 
thumb s 1 1 1 
Tiber s 1 1 1 
ticket s 4 1 4 
tied 3 1 1 1 
tigers s 1 1 1 
172 
No .. Times 'ord 
r;ae M1ssl2,e].le~ No~ 
. SUbJects Total no .,. 
Grade SUbject 'ord tas-
',ord ~~ 1;ng. Goo~. ti1 s t. !'J. a spel,l e_;! spelled ____ ... 
' -time 2 1 1 1 
tipped s 1 1 1 
tired s 1 1 1 
tires s 1 1 1 
to 2 4 1 2 5 
Tokyo s 1 1 1 
told 2 2 1 2 
toll s 1 1 1 
tomorrow 4 1 1 1 
too s 34 3 10 3 47 
took 2 2 1 2 
torch s 1 1 1 
touches s 1 1 1 
tough s 1 1 1 
tournament s 1 3 
toward s 2 1 2 
towards s 1 1 1 
trade s 2 1 2 
transatlantic s 4 1 4 
trru1.sferred s 1 1 1 
transportation S 5 3 2 8 
.173 
No. Times "o!'d 
r.ns lti1sspoJ.lGC! t~o. 
- SUbjeete Total r·io . 
Grade 1bject 
· ord r·1s-
t.ord ~l:. ":110- Goo~. Hist. r•ig~nclled .sEolled 
trapped s l l l 
trapping s l 1 1 
travel 4 1 1 1 
traveler s 1 1 1 
traveled s l 1 1 
I traveling 4 1 2 2 
3 
li travels 4 4 1 4 
treaty s 3 1 3 
trees 2 1 1 e 2 
trial s 5 4 2 9 
trials s 2 1 2 
tried s 6 8 2 14 
Trieste s l l l 
tripped s 1 3 
troops s 4 1 4 
trouble s 8 l 2 9 
troubles s 2 1 2 
troublesome s 1 1 1 
truants s 1 1 l 
truck s 1 1 1 
truly 5 9 1 9 
J74 
No Times t ,on\ 
Las ra 8s~l,!OO. No. 
SUbjects Total Ho o 
Gr:J.de SUbject t ord !'is-
r.ord Level l .:n(7 
.k >.1. Goo£>. H1st. f'i s sT)elled spelled 
.. 
try 2 1 1 1 
trying s 1 1 1 
tungsten s 1 1 1 
TUrkey s 1 1 1 
Turkish s 1 1 1 
turned s 1 1 1 
turning s 1 1 1 
twelve s 3 1 3 
twentieth s 1 2 
twist s 1 1 1 
two 2 9 1 2 10 
ugly 3 4 1 4 
unbelievable s 1 1 1 
uncle 4 2 1 2 
II 
I 
uncles 4 1 1 1 
unfortunate s 1 1 1 
unprecedented s 1 1 1 
until 4 8 1 8 
unusual 5 1 1 1 
un,; elcome s 2 1 2 
upon 4 1 1 1 
.175 
1'1mes '·Ol:'d 
f'{ S3pell_<;2;, !lo., 
SUbjects Total No. 
Grade Subject t ot'Cl r:1s-
t~ord Level En~. Geo&• Hist. ,1:1ss26lfe2_ !_pel led 
-
us 2 1 1 1 
use 2 1 1 1 
used 2 1 1 1 
using s 1 1 1 
usually 6 2 1 2 3 
vacation 5 7 1 7 
valley 5 1 4 1 3 6 
valuable 6 2 4 2 6 
variety s 5 1 5 
varlous 6 1 1 1 
Vatican s 2 1 2 
vegetables 5 1 2 2 3 
velvet s 2 1 2 
Venice s 18 1 18 
verb s 1 1 1 
verticnl s 1 1 1 
very s 2 1 2 
Vesuvius 3 11 1 11 
vill'lges 5 l 1 1 
villagers s 1 1 1 
Virginia 3 2 1 2 3 
176 
llo . Times ,.,ord 
r .. ns Iaas~ell:.,~ No .. 
$ubjecte Total No ., 
Grade Subject r ord 1~is-\. o:rd Level En~. Goo~. H1st . t'isspelled !J!elteL_ 
vl.sit 4 7 1 7 
visiting 4 :3 1 3 
visitors s 7 1 7 
volcano s 26 1 26 
vote s 1 1 1 
vulcanization s 12 1 12 
vulcanize s 1 1 1 
vulcanlz ng s 1 1 1 
wait 4 3 1 :3 
waiting 4 1 1 1 
waking s 1 1 1 
Wales s 4 1 4 
wallets s 1 1 1 
want 4 1 1 1 
wants 4 2 1 2 
warrant s 11 1 11 
was 1 1 1 1 
Washington s 1 1 1 
wasn't 3 1 1 1 
wasted s 1 1 1 
wasteland s 1 1 1 
II 
No .. Times ~ ord 
r;c.s L!1ssEellod no .. 
Subjects Total no .. 
G:r-'ide Subject ~ , ora 1:1s-
r, oro Level l~~- GeoG." Hi st '!. r~lsspelled spelled 
watch s 2 1 2 
watching s 1 1 1 
water 3 1 3 
waters 3 1 1 1 
wavy s 1 1 1 
way s 1 1 1 
we 2 1 1 1 
wealthier 6 2 1 2 
wealthy 6 1 2 2 3 
wear s 3 1 2 4 
weary s 3 1 :3 
weather 5 1 1 1 
wedding s 2 1 2 3 
week 3 2 1 2 
weighed s l 1 1 
weighs s 1 1 1 
well 2 1 1 1 
went 2 15 1 15 
were 3 3 3 2 6 
II weren 't 3 1 5 2 6 
I 
west s 1 1 1 
178 
llo. T!Jnos ,. ord 
\'ias f.:iSS.Ja!lled No. 
Grade Subjoct ~bjects Total no. ,.:ol'd. l'ia-Word Level :-:.n~. Ueoc. Hibt. r .'~sapellecl SJ?!:lled 
western s 2 2 2 4 
whatever s 1 1 1 
wheat s 2 1 2 
when 2 4 1 4 
where 3 12 9 4 ~ ~5 
whether 6 3 1 2 4 
which 4 3 2 1 3 6 
while 4 2 1 3 2 
whistle s 1 1 1 
whistling s 1 1 1 
whole 4 1 1 2 2 
wholly s 1 1 1 
whooping s 1 1 1 
wide s 1 1 1 
wild 3 1 1 1 
wilderness s 1 1 1 
window 2 1 1 1 
windows 2 ~ 1 
"" 
winning s 1 1 2 2 
wish 3 5 1 5 
-·~ 
No .. T1Mcs • ord 
r,as t.•iss)elled No • 
. 
J I .. ·--· ::;ubjecta 
Grade Subject Total Uo. r~ord !'is-\';or·d Level ~ Geoc. H1st. r·tsmJollad spelled 
with 2 6 1 6 
within s 1 1 l 
wives s 2 1 2 
wizard s 1 1 1 
woman s l 1 l 
II wondered s 2 1 2 
II wonderful 5 1 l 2 2 I, 
wood s l 1 l 
wood pulp s l l l 
woolen s 5 1 5 
word 2 2 1 2 
work 2 1 1 2 2 
working 2 1 1 l 
workmen 2 1 l l 
workroom s l 2 
works 2 l 1 1 
world 4 3 l 3 
worst s 2 l 2 
worth s 1 l l 
would 3 1 6 2 7 
wouldn 't 3 2 l 2 
\to rd. 
wring 
write 
writing 
wrong 
years 
yeast 
Yugoslavia 
Zeppelins 
zinc 
zipper 
Zurich 
No. T1rnc s •· or'Cl. 
r,as r:isspolled Ho . 
Grtl.de Subject ~ubject;s 
· ord 
Level En~ . Geo;;. H1st. ~ 1snpolled 
s 3 1 
3 3 1 
4 7 1 
5 5 1 
2 1 1 2 
s 2 1 
s :58 3 2 
s 1 1 
s 2 1 
s 1 1 
s 4 1 
Key to Notations Preceding Words 
1-2-3-4-5-6- Denotes grad~ level. 
Total Ho. 
t"is-
sEelled 
3 
3 
7 
5 
2 
2 
41 
1 
2 
1 
4 
S - Supplementary - Not in spelling text. 
City of Somerville, Mass. 
SPELLING LIST 
Grade I-40 Words 
am did my like doll 
In was and at he 
on by get dog sit 
can me have old fun 
the all go let an 
be for no she cow 
IS come are hat boy 
of do has red bad 
City of Somerville, Mass. 
SPELLING LIST j~ 
Grade II-229 Words 
got hen day with time bed cold 
how lay if stop them away read 
or new hot milk add far year 
one pay fast dear sky about ICe 
had cup foot into we lost came 
glad feet rose tell why wash home 
man her up that ride little room 
make leg tree wind age after cry 
it nice yes deep lake hair fish 
. so play rain show hard there car 
ill but today two top as been 
· may girl run ball will half town 
over ~ him us ate ring only fix 
'big not try said ago when care 
our put you find off help sent 
cat cut store sick bring buy went 
fly his poor to long box soap 
more like sun well baby under invite 
out head ten then egg here down 
feed see saw same road call bear 
large mother father summer window happy quick 
nose good soft best table ear carry 
dark next drink many from spell teeth 
mouth fill gave fall took hard full 
late boat snow dress use leaf thank 
word these burn sleep orange desk fire 
name a1r cent eye tall dime street 
block drum Jack hurt such seems face 
sheet keep small blue hang both book 
work grass candy done grow paper 
gone sister told JUmp 
nest any train letter 
arm than JOY ask 
coat drop place found 
this white door three 
Supplementary Words 
Grade I 
am IS all get like hat an 
In of for have at red cow 
on did come go dog doll boy 
can was do no , old he ·bad 
the by my are let sit 
be me and has she fun 
City of Somerville, Mass. 
SPELLING LIST 
Grade III-274 Words 
act cool sum begin cost rope wasn't 
ill less train hate July beat salt 
nut bit gas life heel quart held 
wet led miX body knew bush bean 
bite row tie broke pail plant wild 
mill April hungry hole count Sunday last 
bag sail felt luck dinner turkey supper 
key dig wagon eight flat wheel stay 
pan lie gun bend plum drive frost 
Wln rug more grew birthday think rest 
beet bake tip line seat talk part 
bat . drag crow bath party dull himself 
kill date flew just camp forget almost 
pay ' lot band chase lace jail melt 
able set gift kick yard race pole 
pink bare rush June meal safe spoon 
beg dish inside miSS outside star lamp 
lap sold December began alike goose pump 
p1e end grade kindly dance mend can't 
apron mad noon Christmas Monday shade cast 
lesson money rent your cried other each 
hall horn won't · story where pretty chair 
sell wife thin dead horse spring children 
given pair stone some write love school 
SWim rich week shall round aunt ground 
case pull slip fine game ever church 
stand stamp still give garden please chicken 
page pond yell who mouse draw were 
drew wake ugly · laid does every catch 
cave plate roll lazy water kind bread 
none send finger once night winter asleep 
pipe pile sheep look block butter knife 
fond sake wish walk moon here teacher 
lemon pain root bird goes house flower 
my~ elf silk sharp awake apple could 
lunch rabbit below they brother high 
hurry save across own pencil shoe 
note ' rice wide what kitten would 
fork much skin live again great 
goat weed basket these city ·child 
SUPPLEMENTARY WORDS 
(To be filled in by teacher) 
City of Somerville, Mass. 
SPELLING LIST 
Grade IV-240 Words 
absent beside unless mice because bottle 
collar important cellar behind cannot fellow 
grandfather between fifty cream pity Saturday 
allow blanket loose second their potato 
corner easy change friend climb busy 
among sentence finish earn cover happen 
account blew visit young knock quarter 
animal enJOY choose comb open blood 
danger blossom forgive around coming died 
Aug-qst escape month bunch ·drove hour 
present sure forty dirt laugh nothing 
awhile broken mountain always afternoon boil 
deer January never doesn't become hundred 
health ·brush welcome asked oil tomorrow 
baseball kept closet automobile paint pitcher 
became bushel women barrel ahead breakfast 
dollar father coffee called clean first 
recite kitchen written meat bowl isn't 
hotel faster number afraid anyway without 
remember travel color uncle upon often 
minute ~wing stood o'clock mUSIC which 
somebody threw anything didn't queer WISe 
button mile heard either ribbon peach 
fruit zero empty nail people washed 
guess point , ought drown picture while 
killed herself another know right sorry 
lamb sheet front dozen squirrel warm 
reach piece close Friday spent pear 
having wait flour lose pound world 
quiet nobody above walking post riding 
everybody yesterday along getting should answer 
earth peanut family zebra until shone 
radio whenever doctor master sack file 
teach whole listen cattle says raise 
wil~ing noise early eleven ready leaves 
pure· seen heart morning writing want 
taking played cloth queen price wrote 
porch base glove something stove caught 
inch yourself leaving whip useful wool 
careful yellow rainy south shoot wore 
SUPPLEMENTARY WORDS 
(To be filled in by teacher) 
City of Somerville, Mass. 
SPELLING LIST 
Grade V- 225 Words 
acre awful conceal picnic edge guard 
electric fragrant telegram usual recover perhaps 
least square concern dictation wonderful curtain 
saucy bathe telegraph president elevator guide 
~ength succeed concert vacant reply period 
against bruise halves jealous geography Pilgrims 
excellent museum telephone problem ocean arithmetic 
airplane success ourselves different ache handkerchief 
liberty garage horizon judge company pleasant 
secret suggest curious product October daughter 
section calm tobacco .. gingham happiness )UlCe 
although general cushion promise contain harvest 
expense national human view afterwards dentist 
severe · supply parcel dispute continent quarrel 
Atlantic cancel truly VOICe grandmother backwards 
manufacture governor passenger disturb paid difficult 
. . damage quickly heart Sign swimming grocery 
famous column united doupt peace question 
medicine grief dangerous known already baggage 
since te~r i~dustry r~il:ra,ad cough direction 
history saving build learn village noisy 
quite Indian excuse carriage choice November 
divide else JOUrney field forest gather 
holiday instead Thanksgiving listen choosing wrong 
beautiful September buried umbrella measure gentlemen 
division · interesting expect caught walked 
honest SIZe themselves fifth circle 
receive branches thousand · living forward 
hoping enough busily locate weather 
beginning island fairy certainly circus 
double sugar kindness figure fountain 
remainder breath Thursday vacation neighbor 
behave errand business .valley Wednesday 
drawing suppose together chimney cities 
hurried breathe knee forehead fourth 
believe \ jacket capital March frighten 
running evening feather vegetable nineteen 
earliest surprise Tuesday chocolate whose 
easily example careless forenoon clothing 
idea JOin · February Massachusetts furniture 
SUPPLEMENTARY WORDS 
(To be filled in by teacher) 
. . 
modern review Imagine yawn Increase exercise 
pronoun colonel ceiling theatre dictionary position 
wealth really molasses wharf foreign worry 
certain yield conquer understand government scenery 
immediately composition couple respectfully hoarse destroy 
purchase judgment niece nephew SCISSOrS 
whether receipt debt occupy temperature 
certificate justice opposite engineer funeral 
impatient recipe describe library • .. sincerely 
purpose scholar Opinion shepherd wrestle 
wrinkle agriculture orphan mischief grieve 
character encourage disappoint straight inquire 
importance lettuce oyster twelfth hospital 
pyramid aisle planned various invitation 
citizen luncheon lawyer hymn knowledge 
impossible measles persuade cultivate terrible 
yacht athletic laundry favorite language 
college misspell penmanship vinegar height 
instruction attention failure eighth serious 
raspberry bicycle autumn familiar weight 
SUPPLEMENTARY WORDS 
(To be filled in by teacher) 
City of Somerville, Mass. 
SPELLING LIST 
Grade VI-225 Words 
absence material route signature thermometer practice 
consider report all right appetite believe usually 
liquid advice disobedience exact finally capable 
recognize decision newspaper occasionally partner guest 
accept memorize alphabet skillful tongue preCIOUS 
contain request during application brief vaccinate 
refer advise nineteenth examination freight capitol 
accident design sandwich odor patience principal 
convince merely altogether special thorough valuable 
machinery restaurant aluminum avenue bureau captain 
regular adjective electricity exclamatory future hosiery 
accurate diamond obedience office peculiar principle 
majority mischievous seized stomach through volume 
relief ridicule anXIOUS extreme photograph catalogue 
accomplish advantage entertain · orchestra treasury hyphen 
declarative difference objection studied cabin probably 
management rinsed separate balance genuine voyage 
repair agreeable apostrophe factory possible cautious 
acquaintance disappear especially bargain calendar program 
decide necessary .oblige particular grammar century 
. . 
modern review Imagine yawn Increase exercise 
pronoun colonel ceiling theatre dictionary position 
wealth really molasses wharf foreign worry 
certain yield conquer understand government scenery 
immediately composition couple respectfully hoarse destroy 
purchase judgment niece nephew SCISSOrS 
whether receipt debt occupy temperature 
certificate justice opposite engineer funeral 
impatient recipe describe library sincerely 
purpose scholar opinion shepherd wrestle 
wrinkle agriculture orphan mischief grieve 
character encourage disappoint straight inquire 
importance lettuce oyster twelfth hospital 
pyramid aisle phinned various invitation 
citizen luncheon lawyer hymn knowledge 
impossible measles persuade cultivate terrible 
yacht athletic laundry favorite language 
college misspell penmanship VInegar height 
instruction attention failure eighth serious 
raspberry bicycle autumn familiar weight 
SUPPLEMENTARY WORDS 
(To be filled in by teacher) 
